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t\ Y is Better Hearing 
d Speech Month 
rough May (Jacksonville): 
aising America's Chil-
�n," educational television 
)gram sponsored by 
:BSF. The series runs 
ough June 17. Sundays at 
10 p.m., Channel 7 (PBS). 
r more information, call 
3-7770. 
> publicize upcoming 
ents, please call (904) 
1 1-6329. 
BUILDING A CASE 
fur Better Hearin
g 
and Speech 
"L.A. Law" television star 
Richard Dysart and poster 
child Kimberly Bloss have 
formed a partnership to 
share this message of help 
and hope. Like them, more 
than 24,000,000 Americans 
have hearing or speech prob­
lems. They support the fact 
that most people can now 
be helped-through rehabil­
itation, often with hearing 
aids, or with medicine or 
surgery. If you suspect that 
you or a loved one has a 
hearing or speech problem, 
make your case today. Write 
the Council for Better 
Hearing and Speech Month 
for a free resource booklet. 
Academy of Dispensing Audiologim • 
Alexander Graham Bell Association for 
the Deaf • American Academy of 
Otolaryngology�Head and Neck Surgery 
• American Association of Retired Persons 
• American Auditory Society • American 
Speech-Language-Hearing Association • 
Amt"rican T innitus Association • Bener 
Hearing Institute • Boys Town National 
Institute for Communication Disorders in 
Children • Deafness Research fuundation 
• Delta Zeta Sorority and Foundation • 
EAR fuundation • Gallaudet University • 
Hearing Industries Association • HEAR 
NOW • House Ear lnstiLUte• John Tracy 
Clinic • Midwest Ear Institute • National 
Captioning Institute • National Grange • 
National Hearing Aid Society • National 
Technical Institute for the Deaf. Rochester 
Institute of Technology • Psi fora Xi 
Sorority • Quota International fuundation 
• Senoma Foundation • Society of 
Otorhinolaryngology and Head-Neck 
Nurses 
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Council for Better Hearing & Speech Month 
5021-B Backlick Road 
Annandale, VA 22003 
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1-800-EAR WELL (327-9355) 
When working alone in the office: 
✓ Lock your office door. 
✓ Stay close to a phone. 
✓ Don't wander into other parts of the 
building. 
✓ Try to work late on nights when 
others work late and leave with some­
one else. 
When riding the elevator late at night: 
✓ Let security know you're coming 
down. 
✓ Check the elevator for suspicious 
people before getting in. 
✓ Stand near the controls. 
✓ Get off if someone suspicious gets 
on. 
✓ If attacked, hit the alarm and as 
many floor buttons as possible. 
When going home late: 
✓ Ask building security for an escort 
to your car. 
✓ While waiting for public transporta­
tion, stand near other people. 
✓ If catching a bus, use a well-lighted 
and frequently used stop. 
✓ Sit near the bus driver or conductor. 
✓ Watch who gets off the bus or 
subway with you. If you feel uncom­
fortable, go directly to a place where 
there are other people. 
Jtb. TAKEABITEOIITO
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POSTSCRIPT 
Oh, Mother 
By Rejeanne Davis Ashley 
As I wrestled my kicking and 
screaming 5-year-old into the tub last 
night to scrub away 62 layers of mud 
and sand, I was grateful. 
That I only have one child. 
What adventures mothers of 
multiple children must have every 
evening! The joy they must feel 
when they behold the shining, 
smiling faces of their own little dar­
lings! How their progeny must 
delight them! 
Let me elaborate. 
Each week, my child, a member 
of the fairer sex, singlehandedly 
produces 92 loads of dirty laundry, 
spills 17 gallons of Kool-Aid and 
scatters nine boxes of Teenage 
Mutant Ninja Turtles cereal. 
I try to overlook this fact, and 
dwell instead on the heartfelt 
expressions of love she shares with 
me (usually right after she's dropped 
and broken a glass or plate.) I try to 
think of what I must have been like 
as a child, when my favorite pasttime 
was creating delectable, decorative 
mud pies. 
I remember how quickly time 
passes, and realize that soon enough I 
will wish we could return to these 
halcyon days of her childhood. 
I am told it gets worse as they 
age. 
In light of this warning, I am 
amazed and impressed by mothers in 
general and mothers of multiple chil­
dren in particular. I try to imagine 
how a house could get any messier 
than mine or how many more loads 
of laundry a mother could do, or how 
much more expensive repairs to 
walls and small appliances could be. 
It boggles my mind. And it 
makes me appreciate mothers even 
more. I reserve my greatest a 
tion for those mothers who al 
outside the home. 
Sure, some days it's a rel 
come to work, where at least 
slight chance you can stay ca 
organized and clean. 
But most of the time, the 
pressures are the same, only c 
ent. Instead of hearing this: ": 
Turtle sewer, I want a Turtle 
want a Turtle sewer... 11, you h 
"I want the XYZ report, I wai 
TWC cut short, I want this ba 
claims to sort... 11 
Day after day, night after 
The noise does not stop. And 
working mother hears all of it 
There's a reason that May, th{ 
brated month of motherhood, 
better speech and hearing m01 
Deafness is a hazard of the oc 
tion. 
My fantasies have nothini 
with bronzed gods on burning 
beaches. I dream of perfectly 
soundless, perfectly spotless \\ 
rooms filled with sunshine anc 
breezes, where the only thing 
is my own heart beat. 
But not for long; I'd soon 
the mess. I'd wonder where m: 
tornado in a girl's body had t01 
down most recently, and I'd he 
set off to follow the path of de 
tion until I found her, until I h, 
the perky expression of love fr 
sticky little lips. 
Mothers, I know you unde 
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IN THE SPOTLIGHT 
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FROM THE TOP 
A Customer's 
Perspective 
By Mike Cascone, Executive Vice President 
of Private Business Operations 
We've all seen signs in shops and 
restaUiants that say "the customer is 
always right." If we happen to be on 
the customer side of the counter, 
seeing a sign like this generally 
reassures us that we will be well 
treated and will get our money's 
worth. 
Because we're all customers at 
some time or another, we know what 
good customer service is. We prefer 
being helped by someone who is 
professional and truly knowledgeable 
about the business, someone courte­
ous, respectful and maybe even 
cheery, someone who seems to 
appreciate the fact that we chose 
their shop or service over their 
competitors'. 
As employees of Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of Florida, we're on the 
business side of the counter. It's a 
complex business, one where the 
customer doesn't easily see the 
difference between us and our 
competition except for the service 
interaction. 1-Jnderstanding the cus­
tomer's perspective of our industry is 
vital, because it helps us realize some 
of the challenges we face when we 
say our goal is to provide excellent 
service to our customers. 
Another challenge is that our 
customers' definition of excellent 
might not be the same as ours. If we 
design a product that's easy for us to 
sell, administer or that doesn't cost as 
much, we might see it as an improve­
ment, while the customer might see it 
as inadequate, hard to understand or 
totally unrelated to what he or his 
family needs. 
The important thing for us to 
remember is that we each have to 
feel responsible for improving the 
service we provide to customers, 
whether they be the policyholders 
who pUichase oUI health insUiance, 
the providers who care for our sub­
scribers, or even our fellow employ­
ees as we conduct the business of 
providing low-cost, high quality 
health insurance. 
This responsibility we share 
requires us to do many things to 
improve operations -- simplify prod­
ucts, eliminate unnecessary proce­
dUies, increase coordination, adopt a 
more positive attitude and, most im­
portant, become more knowledgeable 
about our jobs, our company and OUI 
customers. 
As the corporate issue manager 
for superior customer service, I see 
plenty of progess being made in all 
areas and I'm encouraged by it. For 
example: 
• In Private Business Operations, 
production statistics over the past 
three years have shown considerable 
reduction in processing time. 
The new programs for purchas­
ing of hospital services and profes­
sional services are designed not only 
The important thing for us to 
remember is that we each 
have to feel responsible for 
improving the service we 
provide to customers. 
to hold down costs, but also to reduce 
the paperwork and hassle for the 
patient. 
• Marketing has found ways to get 
more group customers to buy 
standard benefit contracts, which we 
can administer more effectively than 
non-standard benefits. 
In these areas and others, the 
progress we've made has a kind of 
ripple effect. When we do our jobs 
correctly and efficiently, we gain 
confidence, which helps us attain and 
maintain a positive attitude. And in 
our role as customer service repre­
sentatives -- no matter what our 
official job title is -- a positive 
attitude is vital. ■ 
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WalkAIJ 
Sna 
Joanne Polk 
service repn 
Fort Lauder, 
her group , feast -- fried 
the fixin's. 
Two walkei and Jeff Flo 
the way fror just to partic 
event. Kare1 
BCBSF mar 
recent! y trar 
the process 1 
New Mexic< 
Blue Cross c 
Mary Burchard, a 17-year veteran with 
BCBSF, "arose with the chickens" to be a 
volunteer at the registration desk at 6:30 
a.m. -- on a Saturday! Georgia BreltNln is 
shown here with her. Top left and above: Jacksonville employees walked on April 7. 
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awards cere1 
Blue Cross, 
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ees who pan 
On 
The 
Run 
On March 10, fifty-two runners 
from BCBSF partici­
pated in the 13th 
annual River Run 
15K or in the com­
panion 5K road race. "Participation by em­
ployees has increased 
every year," said race 
coordinator Fred 
Gaudios. Conditions 
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were difficult be-cause of the heat, but there 
was plenty of water along the 
course. Other BCBSF employ­
ees manned a water station in 
the 5K event. For more infor­
mation, contact Gaudios at 791-
8049. 
,. JO' 
-..,....- . .  - _--....,._ -
River Run participants (kneeling): Debbie Martin, Ranell Turner, Maryellen Barber, Darlene Waddell, Bar 
Don Bergman; (standing): Walter Liptak, Henry Douglas, Paul Jennings, Ellen Puschak, Jim Wallace, Sus, 
Sandy Reber, Carol Gustafson, Henry Zittrower, Scott Reid, Mario Rubio, John Keene, Dwight Scott, Paul 
Gaudios, Kubi Jeyes, Leslie Hart, Dick Maloney, Rob Ice, David Kelley, Phil Chirch, Rick Kibler, Oliver' 
Gray, Scott Hightower, Debbie Eason, Brian Collie, John Slattery, Tim Fortin, Phil Mobley, Kevin Fergusc 
Jeff Copeland, Bob Cooper, Mark Johnston, Jack Conway, Charlie Graziano. Not pictured: Pam Starling, 
Gieryn, Tommy Reber, Danny Smith, Suzanne Mayer, Elaina Godwin, Warner Hull, Bridget Booth, Scott 
Robert McMichael. 
Michele Kibler/photographer PRC 
FOR YOUR BENEFIT 
By Doug Green 
� What every BCBSF employee should know about 
health care costs 
The health care program of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida has 
1 designed to meet the health needs of the employees at a reasonable 
to the company. The program is driven by the Corporate Benefits 
, which is to "provide health care programs that are cost effective and 
r a broad scope of benefits to protect employees from excessive 
foal expenses." Although BCBSF offers many health care products in the market e, our employees are offered three of the best, which we will call the 
e option program. This program includes a choice between traditional, 
: and HMO health care options. Most of you are currently enrolled in HMO and PPC options. This means· most of our employees are in a 
1aged care setting, which is helping us address the increasing cost of 
th care. 
Health insurance is the largest single cost item of your BCBSF health 
!fit program. The 1990 premiums for BCBSF employees across the � are projected to total over $ 1 8  million dollars, an increase in cost of 
,ercent from 1989. The company has absorbed most of that increase. 
employees experienced only a small increase in their family coverage 
tributions for 1990. Those employees with single coverage are not !ired to contribute toward their health care benefit. Our 1990 premi-
: are as follows: 
I 
Single Family 
Monthly Annual Monthly Annual 
.d-
11al $253.82 $3,045 $475. 12 $5,701 
$ 1 89.8 1 $2,277 $372.77 $4,473 
(0 $155.85 $ 1 ,870 $388.77 $4,665 
Almost two-thirds of you elect family coverage, which requires a 
lest monthly contribution.Your contribution is 12  percent ($57) of the 
tthly premium for traditional and 6 percent ($23) for PPC and HMO 
ily coverages. National survey data show that employee contributions 
n are 16 percent or more of the premium for family coverage. In 
csonville, the average employee cost of family coverage is $66 per 
1th. Only 4 1  percent of the employers in Jacksonville provide free 
�le coverage. BCBSF is a leader in this area of employee benefits, and 
is an indication of the attractiveness and comprehensiveness of our 
Jloyee health care program. 
If you have questions regarding your coverage and/or claims, you are 
ouraged to use the established Customer Service arrangements. The 
[0 phone number is 731 - 1087 and traditional and PPC number is 
:00) 654 - 1799. If you still have questions or problems, the Compensa-
1 and Benefits staff will be glad to assist you. Please contact us at 79 1-
18 or 791 -6923. Doug Green, our Employee Medical Services consult­
(79 1-6635), and the Corporate Nurse (79 1-6438) are also available to 
J you with health-related issues. 
We welcome your suggestions and comments regarding our health 
! programs, and we use them in our annual review of this benefit 
gram. 
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IN THE SPOTLIGHT 
Walking 
Weather 
By Georgia Brennan, customer 
service representative, FfL, 
and Alicia Reddy, section leader, 
Medical Services, FfL 
On Saturday, April 7 ,  employees 
from our Fort Lauderdale and Miami 
field offices participated in the 
March of Dimes WalkAmerica 1990 
"Campaign for Healthier Babies." 
The trail extended approximately 20 
kilometers, or 12.5 miles. Even the 
weather cooperated! 
In the Fort Lauderdale office, 35 
walkers raised $2,457. That sum was added to the Southern Region's 
corporate donation of $ 1 ,500 for a total of $3,957. In Miami, 34 walkers 
raised $2,251 ,  which was added to the corporate donation of $ 1 ,500 for 
a total of 3,751 .  The grand total for 
the Southern Region is $7 ,700. 
Georgia Brennan, customer service representa­
tive in the Fort lAuderdale office, (shown here 
with  Jeff Kalish) has a long association with 
the March of Dimes. She is the coordinator for 
the BCBSF Southern Region offices, County 
Chairp erson of all the volunteers, st eering 
committee member, and, of course, an active 
volunteer. This year, she was aslcea to serve on 
the Board of Directors of the Browa rd Chapter 
of the March of Dimes. 
Understanding what customers want, need and expect is the 
first step to providing superior service, and it explains why the 
company has moved 
Closer to the 
Custo01er 
There's no mystery to it -- without customers, we're out of busi­
ness. What is less clear is how we keep our customers happy. At 
first glance it seems simple enough. All we have to do is offer 
them high quality health insurance at the lowest cost possible and 
business will be fine, right? But, of course, it' s not so simple. 
Closer inspection reveals real flaws with a business approach that 
doesn't emphasize customer service. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida has always maintained a 
commitment to the customer, but in recent months, customer 
service has taken on new meaning. Initiatives are underway that will enhance our ability to provide 
exactly what our customers need and expect from us as the largest health insurance provider in the 
state. 
The evidence is all around us -- there are videos, work groups, programs and processes de­
signed with superior customer service in mind. Across the company and across the state, employees 
are commited to keeping customers happy. How? By finding out what the customers want and 
working hard to provide it. 
"Moving closer to our customers" is more than just a phrase or a literal description of what 
happened when the company adopted a regional management approach. It also addresses what is at 
the heart of many of the initiatives underway to improve service to customers: a willingness to listen 
-- to the customers first of all, but also to the employees , who are, after all, charged with keeping 
them satisfied. Just being willing to listen requires plenty of commitment; what we hear won't 
always be positive. 
The good news is that the company's willingness to hear what the customers have to say is 
coupled with a willingness to let the employees answer their concerns. There's a growing awareness 
that the employees are the ones who can best find the solutions to the customers' problems. Pro­
grams already in place at BCBSF emphasize employee involvement, teamwork and positive attitude. 
Increasingly, employees are recognized as valuable resources in the organization and are rewarded 
for finding effective, creative solutions to a variety of situations. 
Some of the most creative programs and employees are those featured here . While there is 
tremendous variety among the projects and ideas, they all share the goal of improving customer 
service. 
John Nunn, a BCBSF 
employee for 20 years, 
is director of 
Sup erior Customer Service. 
PROFILE 5 
Focusing on the customer 
Like a low-budget movie that 
proves to be the "sleeper" of the year, 
the Market Research Department's 
project "A Customer Perspective On 
Good Service" met with popular and 
critical acclaim. Based on focus 
group research conducted in three 
metropolitan areas of the state, the 
report and an accompanying video 
detailed the attributes of good service 
from a customer perspective -- not 
specifically health insurance service, 
but service in general. 
Four basic themes emerged from 
the focus group discussions: 
1) "Front-line" employees serve 
as the link bewteen the company and 
the public. To customers, these em­
ployees are the company. 
2) The definition of good 
customer service is essentially the 
same for all types of business. 
Basically, the customer wants 
,/ 
personal attention, knowledgeable 
employees, good communication, 
prompt and accurate service and fair 
and honest treatment 
3) Poor customer service hurts a 
business more than good customer 
service helps. 
4) Customers are skeptical about 
receiving quality service from 
insurance companies. Health insur­
ance companies need to try harder in 
order to exceed customer expecta­
tions. 
Initially, 300 copies of the report 
were printed and distributed, but due 
to exceptional demand, the report is 
now in its third printing and more 
than 1,200 have been distributed. The 
Market Research department has 
been booked regularly for presenta­
tions of the video. 
Customer service: the sequel 
A second round of focus group 
research, oriented more specifically 
toward customer expectations for 
service in health insurance, just 
concluded. 
Highlights of that research are: 
1) Marketing strategies of 
BCBSF, including target marketing 
and market segmentation, affects the 
way we deliver service. The need for 
"service segmentation" by BCBSF 
....., 
Specifics of personal attention 
� 
Recognition -- Immediately acknowledge the customer's presence 
(face-to-face or on the telephone.) Don't leave the customer waiting on 
the telephone, standing in line or feeling ignored in any way. 
Personal Service -- Identify yourself and address the customer by 
name whenever possible. 
Interest -- Appear concerned, interested and attentive with eye contact, 
body language , your response, tone of voice and so on. Convey the 
impression that you enjoy your job. 
Courtesy -- Be aware you're there to serve the customer. Don't have a 
condescending attitude. Treat the customer with respect. 
Pleasantness -- Appear to be happy, take pride in your work and have 
a positive attitude. 
Patience -- Try to understand the customer ;  don't act like you're in a 
hurry and don't rush the customer. 
Initiative -- Offer ideas, alternatives, and suggestions to the customer. 
Be willing to go the extra mile. Be eager to take care of the customer 
without being asked. 
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may be necessary as types of custom­
ers targeted will bring similar service 
expectations. 
2) Retention of customers is 
based on how well we balance price 
and value. Service is an important 
contributor to value. Once the scale 
tips beyond a customer's level of 
tolerance, the customer looks 
elsewhere. 
3) The importance of personal 
service or attention to our customer 
cannot be minimized. 
4) Customers are pleased with 
many aspects of our service, for 
example, claims payment, regional 
access, knowledge of products and 
service. However, they see room for 
improvement in some major areas. 
The complete research results 
will be available in early June. More 
information is forthcoming. 
New survey system 
While they've stayed quite busy 
with the focus group research, the 
Market Research Department has 
also worked on a project that 
combines two ongoing surveys. 
The Customer Decision Monitoring 
System for direct pay subscribers and 
group decision makers was combined 
with the Member & Employers 
Group Analysis for Health Options 
members and decision makers and is 
now called the Customer Service 
Tracking System (CSTS). 
It places a stronger emphasis on 
customer service issues to better 
support corporate efforts to track and 
monitor customer opinions of 
service. CSTS will also add PPO 
subscribers to the survey population. 
Reports will be semi-annual and 
will begin in October. 
gavels and certificates from Lillie 
Thomas and Phil Church. Gradu­
ates were each "roasted" by a close 
friend or family member before 
stepping up to the podium to make 
a short speech about their Gavel 
Club involvement. 
The "roasters" were Margaret 
Clough, Wayne Campbell, Dorothy 
Evans, Lenette Paulk, Jackie 
Stokes, Tiffany Cisero and Julia 
Henry Wilson. 
Pat Fitzpatrick, employee 
services specialist in the Human 
Resourcs department, says partici­
pation in the club provides mem­
bers with the opportunity to 
develop self-confidence, organize 
thoughts and materials, give 
speeches and other presentations, 
develop listening skills, conduct 
effective meetings, and improve 
personal vocabulary and grammar. 
If you're interested in joining 
the Gavel Club, you can get an 
application from Fitzpatrick ( 1  T, 
extension 8121). Your manager's 
approval is required for you to 
participate. 
There is usually a 
waiting list to join the club. 
After relocation, there will 
be two clubs; one in the Riv­
erside complex and one in 
Freedom Commerce Center. 
1990 Gravel Club graduates (L-R) 
Front row: Pete DeChan.t, Elvina 
Fisher, Silvia McCloud. 
Back row: Lena Williams, Ruby 
Adamson, Josette Mitchell, June 
Dowdell. 
MANAGER'S MEMO 
Making sound decisions 
Whether you have one especially vexing problem to resolve or 
small ones, you can ease the decision-making process. Here's how: 
• Consider all the alternatives open to you. Look at both the nega 
and positive consequences of each alternative. 
• Base your decision on the goals and policies of your organizati 
Otherwise, whatever the merits of your decision, it will add little to 
company's big picture. 
• Take the feelings of those involved into account. When workers 
you do this, their responses to unpopular decisions are often softem 
• Realize that your decision must please your superiors, not nece 
enhance your popularity. 
• Once you've considered the data at hand, make your decision i 
timely fashion. Procrastination can be costly. 
• Announce your decision with confidence. 
• Act on your decision without waiting for the praise of your pet 
validate it. You can't always count on reaching consensus. 
• Remember that not all decisions will prove to be succe�ful, ev 
though you based them on the best information available. But few 
decisions are irrevocable; new paths can be charted. The success of 
overall project or venture, not just one aspect of it, is what counts. 
Source: Connie Sitterly and Beth Duke, writing in Executive Female, 127 W. 24th St., 
York, NY 1001 1 .  
All articles, photographs and story ideas can be submitted to Profile, c/o Public Relat 
532 Riverside Avenue, Jacksonville, Florida 32202 or faxed to (904) 791-4127. 
PROF 
lue Line 
1nds Fine 
'icial - - the Audio Re­
:tem has a new name: 
Penny Nadeau, customer 
itor for the State Group 
an auditor for the adjust­
too), submitted the win­
and will take home the 
)rize. 
she walks through her 
.he money, her husband 
16-year-old son Shawn 
)ly have their hands 
c>r a share of the winnings. 
act, first suggested the 
Line, but Nadeau said no. 
seemed too plain. Then I 
)re about it, and really 
mplicity of it. So I 
tt to see what would hap-
IN THE SPOTLIGHT 
Penny Nadeau will most likely spend her prize 
money on a family trip .  
Nadeau, who celebrates 15 years 
of service to the company in June, 
says "I think the ARS is a great con­
cept. The customer service represen­
tatives have so much to deal with 
already, and an audio response 
CAREER CORNER 
The lowdown on competition 
ve all come to believe that competition is good for us. But 
shows that "offensive competition," which involves aggressive 
anship, can be counterproductive. 
:udy conducted at the University of Texas disclosed that people 
·e more concerned with winning than with performing well had 
vels of achievement. 
se people tended to be mistrustful, secretive and manipulative, 
� determined to outperform their colleagues. They didn't enjoy 
rk. 
)u're a competitive person: 
n mind that competition is not the opposite of cooperation. 
>Operative strategies will often help you be more "competitive." 
strive to prove yourself in others' eyes. Learn to believe in 
t that you need other people to get ahead. A combination of 
:;om petition and cooperation can go a long way. 
rour mind open to new ideas, information and feedback. Of­
V competitive people often resist others' suggestions. 
hose you work with achieve their goals. 
·. Stan J. Katz and Aimee E. Liu, writing in Self, 350 Madison Ave., New Yorlc, NY 
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system will answer the routine, basic 
questions providers have. I'm really 
interested in how it will work and 
how it will affect our customers." 
Another reason she was inter­
ested in the "Name the ARS" contest 
is because State Group will be the 
pilot for the system. "I feel like a 
really important part of State Group. 
As a customer service representative, 
I hear about the problems first and I 
have a chance to help find the 
answers." 
Two other names for the audio 
response system were selected for 
$50 prizes. Michael Latimer, corpo­
rate financial research analyst in 
National Accounts Receivable, 
suggested the name BEACON, and 
the staff of the West Coast Region 
suggested the name B-Line. 
Jeanie Gilreath, issue manager of 
Provider Inquiry Management for 
Health Industry Services Operations, 
says a total of 350 names were 
submitted. The three winning names 
were tested with six providers, who 
unanimously approved Blue Line. 
Gilreath says the pilot for Blue 
Line should be in operation by late 
summer. 
Putting It All 
Together 
The Gavel Club held its gradu­
ation ceremonies April 24. Pete 
Taylor, director of the Central Region 
and the keynote speaker, talked to the 
seven graduates, their friends and 
families about the importance of the 
English language. He then presented 
the graduates -- Ruby Adamson, Pete 
DeChant, June Dowdell, Elvina 
Fishers, Silvia McCloud, Josette 
Mitchell and Lena Williams -- with 
plastic bunny teeth and a can of 
Whiskas cat food. 
The graduates also received 
Kelly LaDuke/photographer 
Customer Feedback 
Work Group 
By Kay Manly, operations analyst, 
Group Membership & Billing 
A varied group of employees -­
mostly non-management -- formed a 
customer feedback work group in 
January to coordinate efforts to find 
out what customers thought about our 
service and to see that the feedback 
mechanisms included valid and 
helpful information, were consistent 
and did not over-survey individual 
customers. 
They compiled a list of all 
feedback mechanisms currently 
known to be in use or under develop­
ment, and agreed on basic rules they 
would abide by for future mecha­
nisms. 
They also initiated the button 
award program, a person-to-person 
(as opposed to management-down) 
recognition program for "acts of ex­
ceptional service to internal or 
external customers." 
John Nunn, director of Superior 
Customer Service, heads the group. 
"We believe that we can help the 
company by positive action," says 
r 
Button Day award 
winner s, kneeling L-R: 
Joyce Harna g e, Misti 
Roshto, Lisa Stewart, 
Nancy Joyner, Fannie 
Porcine, Pat Horne, 
Kathi Peaks. Standing 
L-R : Tammy Yale, 
R uby Scott, Janie 
Nelson, Wonda Hook, 
Ann Grace, Scott 
Hartsfield, April 
Bynum, Edwin 
Zittrower, Carolyn 
D urham, Jerry Colson, 
Beverly Ames, Danny 
Smith, Nona Stanley, 
Rhonda Shepherd, 
Debra Lowery, Lucille 
Brown. Not present: 
Bobbie Harris, Lillie 
James. 
'\ 
Caught doing something right 
Usually, getting caught means you've done something wrong, but 
twenty-three BCBSF employees recently celebrated getting caught, 
because they were "caught doing something right." 
The employees were recognized at a special lunch ceremony, 
where they were awarded a certificate. Their managers received a 
memo describing their act of exceptional customer service. 
Members of the Customer Feedback Work Group developed the 
plan to reward employees who provided superior customer service. 
Each work group member was given two buttons imprinted with the 
words: "I was caught doing something right." The buttons were then 
awarded to individuals who provided superior service to customers -­
either internal or external. ., 
Nunn. "We want to show apprecia­
tion for good service, we want to 
learn how the customer feels about 
our company and we want to use 
what we learn to improve our 
service. We believe a service attitude 
is the starting point." 
The work group members are 
Sandy Cribbs, Bonnie Flowers, Joyce 
Harnage, Jackie Jones, Elaine 
Kowalewski, Jerry LePore, Kay 
Manly, Sally Markham, Sharon 
Massey, Dave McCammon, Hugh 
Mcllwain, Janet Morris, Elaine 
Newby, David Ojeda and Joe 
Wellman. 
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Northeast Florida 
Recognition Program 
Rewarding team players The Northeast Florida Region 
started an MVP -- Most Valuable 
Player -- award program to reward 
employees who provide specific acts 
of exceptional service to internal or 
external customers. Joe Wellman, regional opera­
tions director, says "we're trying to 
make ours a good customer service 
organization. Our goal is to work as a 
team. The way we see it is that each 
of us has customers. Sometimes 
we're helping another person who 
deals directly with our subscriber base. In fact, one of the recipients of 
our MVP award, Richard Duncan, 
doesn't deal with customers at all. 
But he does go out of his way to pull 
the claims files and make photocop­
ies for customer service representa­
tives to use when they investigate a 
claims denial." 
Going the extra step 
The first MVP award was given 
to Theresa Monaco , a customer 
service representative in the Jackson­
ville office of the Northeast region. 
Monaco went an important extra 
step on behalf of one of her custom­
ers -- a very tiny one. When a 
newborn who had not yet been entered into the system as a new 
member suddenly needed medical 
care, Health Options couldn't confirm 
benefits or pay claims. So Monaco 
"walked" the enrollment through 
Membership and Billing and was 
able to confirm benefits to the child's 
primary care physician within an 
hour and thirty minutes of the initial 
call. The child's parents were 
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reassured that medical services 
would be covered by Health Options. 
In addition to a tremendous 
feeling of satisfaction, Monaco was 
selected to be a Most Valuable 
Player. "The people who are named 
MVPs get a badge that says 'I'm an 
MVP,' and they have their photo­
graph taken and displayed on the breakroom wall," says Wellman. 
"They also get a $20 gift certificate 
from American Express -- one of our 
accounts." 
How the program works 
The awards are given on the spot, at the time the outstanding 
service is rendered, by one of thirteen 
members of the management council. 
Or, one employee can nominate 
another by speaking to that person's supervisor. 
The criteria for the award, says 
Wellman, are deliberately broad. 
Rewards are given to employees 
who: • go an important extra step to help 
the customer 
• maintain a positive attitude in a 
difficult situation • follow through on a challenging 
commitment made to a customer • coordinate an innovative solution to 
a customer's problem 
• anticipate and take action to meet a 
customer's need 
• prevent a customer service problem or save a customer for BCBSF 
Wellman says the program, still 
relatively new, has been well received. 
'/ 
Local Group Market 
Operations 
By Jackie McCurdy, customer service 
representative, State Group 
Regionalization improves 
service to the customer On March 5, 1990, Local Group Operations segmented its 
customer base into the five geo­
graphical regions that correspond 
with marketing's current alignment: 
Northeast, Northwest, West, South 
and Central. 
This method of segmentation offers benefits to the customer and 
the company. The customer receives 
more personalized service from a 
single operations unit designed to 
meet their specific needs and 
expectations. 
Each operations unit is respon­
sible for processing all new claims, 
claims adjustments and inquiries for 
the customers in their particular 
region. This will provide a higher 
consistency of service to the cus­
tomer. 
A new toll-free number 
Local group subscribers also 
now have access to a single toll-free 
number. Their calls will be routed to 
their particular region's service unit 
by the area code and the first three 
digits of the phone number from 
which they are calling. This places the responsibility for routing tele­
phone inquiries on the company, 
instead of the customer. 
HMO Primary Care Physician Advisory Committee 
� 
The Gainesville area has initiated a Primary Care Advisory Commit­
tee to create long-lasting "win-win" relationships between Health 
Options and primary care physicians, so that our members will receive 
health care service that is of high quality and meets member perception 
of superior customer service. Members include the Vice President of 
the Northeast Region, his direct reports, and representative primary care physicians. The committee meets monthly, and shares its minutes 
with all primary care physicians in the area. The committee is modeled 
after a similar one in operation in the Jacksonville area. 
For information, call Craig Childs, M.D., Northeast Region, at 
731 - 1037. 
� 
lining Baymeadows Drive. San Jose and Southside boulevards are close 
by, and offer even more dining selec­
tions. The Grande Boulevard Mall 
and all major grocery and discount 
department stores are near, and there are specialty shops of all kinds. 
Banking establishments are also well represented and the Health Services 
Credit Union is just a few miles north at I-95 and Butler Boulevard. Many of us go out for lunch. 
Traffic is heavy at noon, but one 
hour is adequate to eat and/or make a, 
quick stop at the bank or a store. I never worked in the Tower 
complex, so I asked others who have 
worked both places for their opinions 
about each location. 
Doug Powell, manager of Health 
Audit Administration, has worked for 
BCBSF for 13 years, the last four at 
Deerwood. He finds the pace here 
more relaxed and therefore more productive. No time is wasted waiting for elevators or in line at the 
cafeteria, and he feels the smaller 
groups make more cohesive teams 
who depend on each other. He enjoys 
the landscaping and facilities and 
appreciates the fact that the Bay­
meadows community caters to 
business people. 
Lori Hallauer, project manager 
in Cost Containment, lives in 
Avondale just a short drive from the 
Riverside office, so she was very 
reluctant to move to Deerwood four years ago. Besides adding 15 or 20 
minutes to her commute, she knew it 
would be harder to interact with workers from the Riverside office if she were not in direct contact with 
them. A member of various BCBSF sports teams, she also felt her ability 
to participate would be hindered. She 
has adapted to the change, however, 
and enjoys the beauty of the environ­ment here. She has fanned many new friendships while retaining those in 
the Riverside building. Like Doug, 
she appreciates not having to spend time waiting for elevators. 
Health Industry Analyst Elaine 
Martin, RN, has worked for BCBSF 
for 15 years and was delighted when 
the move to Corporate Plaza took 
place, primarily because she lives 
just minutes away. She misses net­
working with other areas and the 
proximity for meetings, but likes the 
free, nearby parking and the beautiful shrubbery and flowers surrounding 
the buildings and streets. 
Vicki Chapman, associate pro­
grammer analyst trainee in the HMO 
Task Force, is a Westside resident 
who recently moved to Building 
Three at Corporate Plaza. Even 
though she now has to drop off her 
husband Paul, who works in the 
Maintenance Department at the 
Riverside complex, before driving 
the extra distance out here, she 
enjoys the more relaxed atmc phere, the convenient parkin� 
and eating her lunch by the If If the beauty of the envir 
ment here is Deerwood's mos attractive feature, traffic is iu 
least. There's lots of ongoing construction. The recently 
widened 8-lane interchange a Baymeadows Drive and 1-95 
immeasurably helped the traf 
flow, but it still takes 10 to l '.  
minutes to get onto the inters 
after leaving work. Alternate routes leave the business complex via Phillips Highwa: 
which will also be an option 
from the Freedom Commerce 
Center. Once on 1-95 going 
north, the only slowdown is 
usually at the Fuller-Warren 
bridge, because the heavy flo 
of traffic is southbound. Trav ing south on 1-95, then on 1-2 
across the Buckman Bridge i! real pain most of the time, th( 
only alternatives being via the 
downtown bridges or 15 mile 
south at Green Cove Springs. 
l recently moved from 
Orange Park to the Jacksonvi 
Airport area and was pleasant 
surprised to discover that eacl 
morning I can drive the 21  m: 
to work almost invariably wit 
30 minutes, again because frc the Fuller Warren Bridge (wh 
there is a very brief slow dow 
if any) to Baymeadows, the 
heavy flow of traffic is inborn 
Add the ten minutes it takes t 
get on the Interstate at night, . 
my travel time home is pretty 
consistently 40 to 45 minutes. 
Those of us who work in 
Deerwood were very happy v. 
the decision to relocate Privat 
Business to the Freedom Com 
merce Center, and we hope th 
once the transition is complet 
those of you who join us will 
find it equally enjoyable. 
landscaping al the new facility, show 
still unde r  conslruclion, will be one oJ 
ishing touches. 
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Florida 
�ombined 
Life 
lourishes 
1rbara Hunter, National/ 
:orporate Accounts 
Administration 
da Combined Life (FCL) , 
ss and Blue Shield of 
newly founded life insur-
1pany subsidiary, is evolving 
:cessful and growing 
venture. FCL now has over 
ne employees and offers a 
,ge of quality life and 
products. FCL designs, 
tes, markets and administers 
: products and services to 
financial security needs of 
customers. 
1 is proving to be an exciting 
:;-CL employees as they work ;hieving their profitability 
1e of their major strategies is 
1e developing innovative 
Projects currently in the 
:lode a long-term care rider 
)up Universal Life Product, 
1 of the Flexible Benefits 
and an individual product 
be made available to 
lirect pay policyholders 
lirect response methods. ever, none of FCL's present 
ould have occurred without 
,rt of the BCBSF marketing 
ion, especially in the 
legional sales representa-
, a major role in communi­
:L product offerings and in 
1e ultimate sale. The sales 
significantly supported 
s by recapturing or retain­
illy all of the life business 
y marketed to BCBSF 
s by American Bankers 
Y 1990 
FLORIDA Focus 
Walter Liptak is president of Florida Combined 
Life Insurance Co., a subsidiary of BCBSF. 
As an incentive to help meet 
FCL's 1990 goals, several sales contests were developed. One contest 
that just concluded was for new 
"packaged" sales (health and life 
insurance sold as a package). The contest winners who will spend four 
days in Mexico this month (with their 
spouses) are Todd Torgersen and 
Steve Mccumber from the Northwest 
region, and Wiley Bryant, Ralph 
Cabrera and Jeff Kalish from the 
Southern region. Another trip to 
Mexico is planned for August for all 
sales representatives who produce 
$50,000 or more in new annualized 
premiums between January and June. 
BCBSF's transition to a regional 
management structure created an opportunity for Florida Combined Life 
to align its marketing operations with 
the regions. The FCL agency directors 
are Steve Hyers, Northeast Region; 
Beb Fetzer, Central Region; Dave 
Helphrey, West Coast and Southern 
Region; and Randy Simmons, North­
west Region. 
For additional information on 
FCL, its products, services or plans for 
the future, please call Randy Simmons 
at (904) 730-7804. 
Working in 
Deerwood 
By Shirley Shaw, customer service 
representative, Case Management 
Now that we know the Private Business work force will move to 
Freedom Commerce Center while 
Medicare regroups in the Tower 
complex, many of you face multiple changes and perhaps considerable 
apprehension as you adapt to this 
upheaval. The move may mean extra driving time and distances, 
changing child care and other 
family-related arrangements. Your 
social routines and dining and 
shopping habits may also be 
affected. And when you get right 
down to it, most of us don't really 
like change, especially when we 
don't instigate it. 
If your unit is one of those 
relocating to Freedom Commerce Center, please don't worry. Those of 
us who already work here believe 
that once you become accustomed 
to the changes, you'll be very happy 
with working in Deerwood. Except 
for the traffic (and where in 
Jacksonville can you escape that?) , 
working here is very pleasant. The 
entire Southpoint-Deerwood­
Baymeadows area is beautifully 
landscaped and a joy to behold, if you like plants, flowers, fountains 
and lakes as much as I do. 
The new buildings in Freedom 
Commerce Center have a different 
look than the Corporate Plaza 
buildings, but the scenery we all 
enjoy will be similar. And there are 
plenty of amenities -- unlimited 
variety of restaurants and shopping 
areas within a very short distance 
from the office site. 
Virtually every culinary taste 
can be satisfied in the numerous 
hotel buffets, restaurants, delicates­
sens, and fast- food drive-throughs 
The regionalization of Local 
Group operations is a major step in 
the corporate strategic plan to 
provide better service to the customer and to differentiate Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield from the competition through all aspects of service. 
Regionalization's potential 
benefits include a higher retention 
rate of current subscribers and an increased number of new contracts through customer referrals. This will 
aid in maintaining the companiy's 
position as the leading health insurer 
in the state. 
To ensure that the ultimate goal of providing superior customer 
service is being fulfilled, Local 
Group Operations will be conducting a post evaluation during the next six 
months 
However, the majority of 
feedback received to date on the 
regionalization has been positive, 
according to Joyce Bowman, project 
manager. 
The project team was formed in 
February 1989 and the current 
members are: Pat Blevins, Daron 
Bolena, Joyce Bowman, Scott 
Bushnell, Jeanne Coleman, Pete 
Davis, Henry Douglas, Janet Gha­
nayem, Robert Gillette , Sharon Massey, Marc Newton, Joel Smith 
and Susan Walker. 
QUEST 
Moving to knowledge-based 
workers 
What started out as a conversa­
tion among State Group employees 
Tim Lyons, Jackie Waters and 
Collette Keller ended up as a new team that's making a big difference 
for the Tampa region. 
It's called QUEST -- the QUal­
ity, Entry and Suspense Team -- and it's responsible for entering the 
Tampa region's claims and process­
ing any suspense generated. "Basically we're moving toward 
the knowledge-based worker," says 
Tim Lyons, team facilitator. "We 
QUEST members L-R (front): Minnie LeCount, Rose Le rum, Jackie Waters, Te"i McCormick, Lisa 
Lehman. (B ack): Tim Lyons, Jimmy Six, 'Zelbra Countryman. 
enter our own claims, and process the 
forms that the system rejects." Traditionally, individuals 
specialize in one of these functions, 
but with the QUEST approach, each 
team member is trained to handle the 
claims process from entry to pay­
ment. 
"In fact, all team members are 
trained to do many of the traditional 
Team Leader functions, as well as 
handling the W ats calls and working 
with the field representatives to develop proactive relationships with 
them and to identify areas to enhance 
provider education," says Lyons. QUEST verifies diagnosis codes, 
referring physicians, pre-existing 
information, procedure codes, etc. 
Examiners keep their entry batches 
for five days, which eliminates the 
ordering of microfilm. 
An 80 percent automation rate 
Response to QUEST has been 
very positive. "It gives a sense of 
ownership and it's very rewarding 
when dealing with the customer. I can follow the claim all the way 
through the system and I know the 
customer will be serviced properly," says Jackie Waters, QUEST exam­
iner. 
QUEST has achieved an 80 
percent automation rate on the front­
end of claims processing, which 
means that 80 percent of the claims 
are paid efficiently when they first 
run through the system and only 20 
percent of the claims suspend. In tra­
ditional claims processing, the 
suspension rate is closer to 35 
percent. "Because of the additional 
research we put into _our claims, 
we're able to maintain the 80 
percent automation rate," says 
Lyons. 
In the future, QUEST would like 
to link up with a customer service team to handle the inquiries and ad­justment for the Tampa region.■ 
For more information about 
these programs or other cus­
tomer service improvement 
initiatives underway in the 
organization, contact John 
Nunn, director of Superior 
Customer Service. His number 
is (904) 791 -8397 and he is 
located on 18T. 
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NATIONAL 
NEWS 
AFFECTING 
YOU AND 
THE BLUES 
Tiu information and opinions ex­
pressed in these articles do not nec­
essarily refect the views of Blue 
Cross a11d Blue Shield of Florida. 
Going Up 
In Smoke 
Growing evidence that 
health care costs more for 
smokers than nonsmokers 
is prompting some compa­
nies to charge smokers 
more for health insurance. The latest evidence 
comes in a study showing 
that health benefit claims 
at a North Dakota com­
pany were 24 percent 
higher for smokers than 
nonsmokers and that 
tobacco users file 
8 percent more 
medical claims 
than 
nonsmokers. 
The study covered a year's experience for 
employees at Lutheran 
Health Systems, a hospital 
and nursing home chain, 
which charges smokers a 
10 percent premium on 
their health care contribu­
tions. 
"We decided to bite 
the bullet and do it," said 
Theodore Evers, benefits 
manager for the chain, 
which has 4 ,500 employees 
in ten Midwestern and 
Western states. "We said, 
'it's going to cost us more 
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to provide health care for 
you as a smoker, therefore, 
we expect you to pay more."' 
The study, done by Alto Health Strategies Inc. of Salt Lake City, involved 
2, 134 medical claims, including 864 from smokers and 1,270 from 
nonsmokers. Analysis of 
dental claims from 1,764 
employees yielded similar 
results. The analysis didn't 
take into account such 
other lifestyle indicators 
as alcohol consumption, 
weight and blood 
cholesterol 
levels. 
Another firm charging 
smokers is Baker Hughes 
Inc., an oil-service concern 
in Houston. Early in the 
year, it began charging 
smokers on its work force 
of 12,000 an extra $10 a month for health care after 
finding that 55 percent of 
its health care costs are 
from lifestyle-related 
illnesses, including 
smoking. 
Besides charging the 
$10 monthly premium, the 
program also rewards 
healthy nonsmokers. Baker 
Hughes pays up to $50 for 
a wellness physical to 
check cholesterol and 
blood fat levels, ratio of 
height and body weight 
and blood pressure. The 
company pays $100 to a health care reimbursement 
account for nonsmokers 
who fall within national norms in three of four tests. 
In March, U-Haul 
International began 
deducting $5 every other 
week from the paychecks 
of employees who smoke 
or are overweight or 
underweight. -- The Wall 
Street Journal 
Bush And 
The Blues 
Go For The Gold 
In his appearance before the first official 
fund-raiser for the 1992 
U.S. Olympic team, 
President George Bush 
applauded the efforts of the 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
organization on behalf of 
Olympic athletes. 
"I want to thank Mr. 
Tresnowski for what you 
and your great organization 
are doing to support the 
Olympics," Bush told the 
more than 800 guests 
attending the event 
sponsored by the Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield 
Organization and the 
United States Olympic 
Committee (USOC). 
The president's 
remarks followed a "parade 
of champions" featuring 
more than 35 Olympic 
athletes. 
"These world-class 
athletes represent some of 
America's greatest hopes 
and aspirations," he said. 
"Their will to win , to aspire to a kind of excel­
lence that transcends mind 
over muscle, breaks through barriers of every 
kind. 
"When the world 
watches these athletes, let 
them be reminded of this: 
the only barrier remaining 
now is the will to make the 
world better," Bush said. 
By the 1992 Olympics, 
the president said he would 
like to see Germany 
reunited, South Africa free 
of discrimination ,  and 
"Asia and this hemisphere" 
counting the "blessing of democracy." 
Senator George 
Mitchell, D-ME, who 
introduced the president, 
made note of the fact that 
the United States was "the 
only nation that has 
preserved the amateur 
status of athletes, with 
voluntary support by the 
citizens of their country." 
Mitchell, the Senate 
Majority leader, said that 
Bush has been a strong 
supporter of the Olympics, 
as well as its tradition of 
volunteerism, and urged 
the group to "put the 
Olympic spirit into action 
in our daily lives." 
Bush was awarded a 
silver torch and named 
honorary president of the 
United States Olympic 
Committee by USOC 
President Robert Helmick. 
Bernard R. Tresnow­
ski , president of the Blue 
The Life You 
Save Could Be 
Your Own 
By Bob Hamilton, supervisor of 
Engineering 
What you see in the photo used 
to be a Mr. Coffee. Located in a 
work area in the home office and 
simply left on too long, it overheated 
and caught fire. Only because an 
employee happened by and acted 
quickly was a potential tragedy pre­
vented. 
Using small appliances like 
coffeemakers, microwave ovens or 
refrigerators, personal heaters or 
fans puts you and your co-workers in 
danger. Though many of these appli­
ances bear the "UL" seal, they are 
generally intended, tested and 
approved only for home use. They're 
not designed for day-long office use. 
When we surveyed the home 
office, Gilmore Street, 320 Riverside 
Avenue and SWD buildings recently, 
we found more than one hundred 
coffee makers, even more electric 
heaters and nearly two hundred 
electric fans, along with refrigerators 
and microwave ovens. 
There have been several inci­
dents in which the wiring of appli­
ances overheated and melted after 
being left unattended. Extension 
cords too small for the load of the 
appliance have also melted. 
On the average, the Safety and Security department reports finding 
at least one coffee maker left on each week as they patrol the building after 
business hours. Electric heaters are 
also found left on, often under a desk and/or near a wastebasket. So far, 
we've all been very fortunate that 
there hasn't been a serious fire 
causing significant property damage, 
injuries to employees or any loss of 
life. 
While we're relieved there have 
been no major fires, we all have to 
work harder to maintain a s� place. Even a relatively min 
can result in the temporary 1 jobs until repairs can be ma, 
Here are common sens, 
precautions you can take tc 
your work and home enviro1 
safer: 
• Turn off all heaters and c< makers any time they aren't • Keep paper and other flan 
materials away from heatin! ments. 
• Never block the air vents 
appliance. 
• Avoid using extension cor 
whenever possible. • Use only cords of sufficie, 
handle the electrical load of 
appliance. Two-prong flat c 
molded heads are not adequ • Regularly check the plug 
on your appliance for heat. 
are warm, tum the applianc, 
then unplug it. Also check t 
sure that the plug fits snugl� 
wall outlet. Report problem engineering at extension 60 
If you've left the buildi1 
cannot remember positively 
heaters and coffee makers v 
turned off before you left, c 
security at 791-6219 to run 
check. 
TOWN MEETING 
Protect the planet: it's the only one we've got ... 
April 22 was Earth Day, 1990. One day and one person can m 
difference; there's plenty you can do to protect the planet. Here ar< 
ideas: • Use reusable containers to store food in your refrigerator instea 
habitually wrapping food in aluminum foil or plastic wrap. • Keep rags in the kitchen to wipe up spills; don't use paper towe 
• Turn off the tap water while you shave or brush your teeth; this 
significant amounts of water. • Plastic six-pack holders can be fatal to marine animals and bird 
Before throwing them away, snip each circle with scissors. 
• Keep your light bulbs clean; dirt absorbs light and uses more er 
• Don't switch your air conditioner to a colder setting when you 
on. It won't cool the room any faster and it will waste energy. • Carpool to work. In one year, traffic congestion alone wasted 3 
gallons of gas -- about 5 percent of the nation's annual gas consum 
Source: 50 Simple Things You Can Do To Save The Earth, The Earthworks Group. 
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rk Bellies, 
�nyone? 
1eginner's guide to 
king investments) 
Dave Dunnewald* 
month I told you about Investments; this time I'd cus on ownership invest-
tership investments 
1sing money to purchase 
· full ownership in an 
s hoped that the asset will 
tlue or pay regular divi­
he advantage of owner-
at your earnings have no 
1its. Returns can be very 
�Y also could be very low, 
, since such investments 
r are not guaranteed. The mlar ownership invest-
� stocks, commodities and 
les; real estate and limited 
tips and mutual funds. 
Stocks 
tership in a corporation 
rrchased through common 
preferred stock. Preferred 
:nerall y pay regular di vi­
d are almost as safe as 
! bonds. But they do not 
restors to get involved in 
ess. Common stocks are 
cy because dividends are 
ys paid. However, holders 
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of common stocks usually have a voice 
in the running of the company and 
greater potential for earnings. 
Commodities and collectibles 
Commodities include such tangible 
goods as soybeans, pork bellies and 
silver. Gold and other precious metals 
are often used as hedges against 
inflation. Collectibles include every­
thing from antique autos and Persian rugs to emeralds. The most common 
examples, however, are stamps, coins 
and diamonds. Both commodities and 
collectibles tend to be speculative 
investments, with earnings coming 
from rising asset values, rather than 
interest or dividends. 
Real estate and 
limited partnerships 
For most people, real-estate 
investing means buying the home in 
which they live. Other options include 
buying a home to rent to someone else 
or buying commercial properties. Many 
investors reduce their risk of loss by 
setting up limited partnerships to buy 
the properties. This spreads the risk 
among more investors and limits the 
liability of each person to his or her 
investment. Besides real estate, limited 
partnerships are often set up to buy 
industrial equipment and oil and gas 
properties. Limited partnerships are 
commonly used to reduce investors' 
taxes, in addition to earning income. 
Note: the tax advantages recently have 
been significantly limited both in real 
estate and limited partnerships. 
Mutual funds 
For investors with smaller port­
folios (less than $50,000), mutual funds provide an opportunity to 
diversify and reduce risk. Rather than 
buying stocks, bonds or other 
investments directly, investors can 
buy shares of stocks in a mutual fund that already owns a large, diversified 
portfolio. Investors in mutuals also 
get the benefit of professional 
management. 
When the value of the fund's in­
vestments rises, so does the value of 
the shares in the fund. Mutual funds 
without service charges, called "no­
load" funds, are particularly popular 
with smaller investors. Whatever 
your investment goals, there proba­
bly is a mutual fund that's right for 
you ,  because there's a tremendous 
selection of them. 
This listing of investments is not 
complete. It is only intended to give 
an idea of the most common invest­
ments available and the main 
features of each. 
* Dave Dunnewald is the financial relations 
manager in the Corporate Communications 
department of Adolph Coors Company, which 
publishes FLITE, a weekly economic 
newsletter. 
Cross and Blue Shield 
Association, told the 
group,  "this evening proves again that something 
magical happens when the 
Olympic spirit takes over. 
We're proud to play a role 
in supporting our Olympi­
ans, who symbolize what is great about America -- the 
ability to compete fiercely 
but fairly, and the freedom 
to strive for excellence," he 
said. Guests at the Wash­
ington event included 
leaders from business and 
government, diplomats 
representing the nations 
that are the sites of future 
Olympic games -- France, 
Spain and Norway -- as 
well as former Olympians 
and Olympic hopefuls. 
-- BCBSA 
Tresnowski 
Testifies For Small 
Group Market 
"The insurance 
industry must find a way to 
move the small-group 
insurance market from one 
where competition is based 
on risk selection to one 
where competition is based 
on administrative effi­
ciency, service and ability 
to control costs," said 
Bernard Tresnowski, 
president of the Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield Associa­
tion, as he testified before 
the House Ways and 
Means subcommittee on Health. 
Pete Stark, D-CA, 
called the hearing to 
discuss health insurance 
issues for the small-group 
market 
Appearing on a panel 
with the Health Insurance 
Association of America 
and the Kaiser Foundation 
Health plan, Tresnowski 
said that the small-group 
market faces a number of 
factors that affect the 
affordability of coverage, 
including adverse selec­
tion, a higher percentage of 
fixed costs because of 
fewer covered persons, 
higher claims because of the unavailability of 
workers compensation and 
higher turnover of groups. 
In calling for change, 
however, Tresnowski 
emphasized that Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield 
plans have taken on a 
greater proportion of 
substandard risks than 
other carriers. "This simply 
means that, as we move to 
reform, we not disadvan­
tage those insurers that have tried over the years to service community needs," 
he said. -- BCBSA 
Among the many 
reforms health finance 
experts recommend, the 
editorial said, two are 
essential: consumers must 
be made aware of costs and 
health insurance must be 
managed. 
Making consumers 
aware of costs requires 
limiting tax deductions for 
health insurance premiums 
to a fixed amount, enough 
for adequate coverage. A 
consumer would be free to 
buy a more expensive plan, 
but at his own expense -­
not that of the taxpayer. 
"This one change would 
make consumers sensitive 
to costs and open up the 
market to fierce competi­
tion from HMOs and other 
alternatives to fee-for­
service plans," the editorial 
explained. 
Managing health 
insurance is necessary 
because individuals "lack 
the expertise or time to shop intelligently for 
medical insurance," it said. 
Enthoven would rely upon 
corporate sponsors -- or a 
public sponsor for those 
without employer-based 
coverage -- to formulate 
options and monitor 
• �-.· • ' quality. ... · "By ignoring details . . • . like tax subsidies and 
More Salt On 
The Pepper 
To control soaring 
medical costs, the Pepper 
Commission recently 
called for modest deduct-
ible and co-insurance. 
"But health finance 
experts, most notably Alain Enthoven of Stan-
ford University -- have 
shown that deductible and 
co-insurance are an 
insufficient brake," accord­
ing to a New York Times editorial. 
managed care, the Pepper 
Commission renders many 
of its recommendations 
unenforceable. For 
example, the Commission 
would require that private 
insurers enroll the sick as 
well as the healthy. But 
without careful scrutiny by 
knowledgeable corporate 
sponsors, this provision 
would be easily evaded," 
according to the editorial. 
"Congress had the 
right to expect its commis­
sion, after a year of study, 
/ 
) 
to face up to the complexi­
ties of health insurance. 
Instead, Congress got a 
wish list that skirts the 
central problem of cost control. America has lost a 
year." -- The New York 
Times 
Nix On Pox 
A widely used antivi­
ral drug can significantly 
shorten the course and 
severity of chicken pox 
infections in normal 
children, researchers have 
found. 
A new study shows 
that acyclovir, a drug used 
to treat genital herpes 
infections in adults, can 
benefit children with 
chicken pox. 
Researchers at the 
University of Minnesota 
and nine other medical 
centers found that when 
children with chicken pox 
took acyclovir , they had 
lower fevers and the fevers 
went away more quickly, 
taking one day rather than 
two on average to abate. 
The children also had 
fewer pocks, an average of 
336, compared with 500 
for children who did not 
take the drug. The pocks 
disappeared a day sooner 
more 
PROFILE 1 1  
than they did in children 
who took a placebo. The drug caused no side 
effects. Chicken pox is the 
only remaining scourge of 
children that is not pre­
vented by routine vaccina­
tion. As many as 3.5 
million Americans get 
chicken pox each year, and 
4,000 are hospitalized with 
complications. -- The New 
York Times 
Prescription 
For Success 
The number of jobs in 
American health care is 
soaring at a rate three 
times faster than the 
growth of the population, 
troubling experts con­
cerned about the sharp rise 
in the nation's medical 
costs. 
Thirty-seven of every 
1,000 Americans worked 
in heal th care last year, 
compared to about 28 for 
every 1,000 just ten years 
earlier. 
Wages in the industry 
also are rising much faster 
than the rest of the econ­
omy. The Labor Depart­
ment said that in the last 
five years, the median 
weekly pay of salaried 
doctors increased 30 
percent, nurses 31 percent, 
and physical therapists 26 
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percent, compared with 16 
percent for all full-time wage and salary workers. 
Experts attribute some growth to the increasing 
number of older Americans 
and to advancements in 
medical technology that require additional people 
to push the buttons and 
decipher the printouts. 
But many new jobs 
also owe their existence to 
the rapid growth in 25 
years in the number of 
people covered by govern­
ment and private health 
insurance and in the kinds 
of treatment covered. Attempts by insurers 
to limit costs by moving 
some care outside hospitals 
also have had the effect of 
creating extra jobs without an equal reduction in jobs 
in the hospitals. And the 
number of record keepers 
has risen sharply as 
hospitals and doctors 
scram bled to meet de­
mands for paperwork from 
federal and private 
insurers. -- The New York 
Times 
No-Fault 
Insurance 
No Good 
An idea for handling 
patients' medical malprac­
tice claims -- no-fault 
insurance for physicians -­
is meeting support from 
doctors and criticism from 
consumer advocates and 
lawyers. 
Under proposed no­
fault plans, court trials to 
obtain compensation for 
injuries suffered under 
medical care would be 
eliminated. Instead, special 
boards would decide on 
patient awards, which would be given only for 
economic losses, eliminat­
ing punitive damages. The awards would be paid from pooled funds 
provided by health insur­ance surcharges. Funding 
might also come from state 
governments, doctors and 
hospitals. 
Supporters say such 
plans wouldn't necessarily 
cut medical costs. They 
contend that awards would 
go to many patients whose 
cases lawyers now reject 
because the potential damages are too small. 
But they maintain that 
such plans would lower 
health care spending by 
reducing "defensive" 
medicine, in which doctors 
order unneeded tests to 
avert potential malpractice 
suits. No-fault plans also 
are intended to alleviate doctor shortages in some 
specialties, such as 
obstetrics. 
Many attorneys oppose the idea, saying it 
would decrease accounta­
bility in the medical 
profession. Consumer 
advocates also have 
attacked no-fault schemes, 
charging they wouldn't 
identify and cull bad 
doctors from the system 
fast enough. 
Virginia and Florida 
have adopted limited no­
fault systems for birth­
related injuries. A bill 
introduced in the Vermont 
legislature, based on an 
American Medical 
Association proposal, 
would have special 
examiners, aided by 
medical experts, judge 
cases and award compen­sation. Comprehensive no­
fault programs have been proposed in New York and 
Massachusetts. -- The Wall 
Street Journal 
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And You Can 
Quote Me On 
That 
"Any hospital receiv­
ing Medicare money 
should be required to quote 
pre-admission prices to all 
patients. Thus, patients 
will know in advance what their total bill will be -- a 
bill with only one item and 
one price," said John C. 
Goodman, head of the 
National Center for Policy Analysis. 
Goodman said that the 
only price patients now can 
learn prior to admission is 
the hospital's basic room 
rate, and that is no sure 
guide to what the final bill 
will look like. In Chicago, 
for example, the hospital 
with the highest room rate 
has some of the lowest 
charges for lab tests. 
The cost of procedures 
varies widely. In Chicago 
in 1988, the charge for a 
mammogram varied from 
$13 to $127 ; the charge for 
a CAT scan varied from 
$59 to $635; tonsillectomy 
,, 
l ,  " 
charges ranged from $125 
to $3,365; and cataract 
removal charges varied 
from $125 to $4,279. "Why are hospital 
prices so biz.acre? Because the hospital market is a 
regulated and institutional­
ized one," Goodman said. 
Prior to the 1980s, most hospitals received their 
revenue based on costs, not on the prices they charged. 
In the early 1980s, the federal government began 
paying a single package 
price for hospital proce­
dures. By the late 1980s, 
insurers were following the 
lead of Medicare. Today it's not uncommon for 
insurance companies and 
large employers to pay a 
pre-determined price per 
procedure or a pre­
determined price per 
patient day. 
"As a result, we have 
now come full circle. Prior to the 1980s, patients paying out of pocket were 
the only people who had to 
struggle with hospital bills 
that no one could possible 
understand. As we enter 
the 1990s, we are again 
evolving toward a system 
in which those least 
capable of coping with 
hospital line-item prices 
are the only people asked 
to pay those prices," he 
wrote. 
"We cannot possibly control spiraling health 
costs in this country unless 
the consumers can com­
pare prices and make 
prudent buying decisions. 
That cannot happen unless 
patients are confronted 
with a total package price 
prior to admission," 
according to Goodman. -­
The Wall Street Journal 
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Bad News For 
Women With 
Heart Disease 
By the time women 
with heart disease are 
referred to surgeons for 
coronary bypass surgery, 
they are much sicker than 
men who are sent to bypass surgery, found researchers 
at Cedars-Sinai Medical 
Center. The finding helps 
explain why women seem 
to have twice the risk of 
men of dying during or 
immediately after coronary 
bypass surgery. 
But the finding also 
hints that doctors may not 
be as astute in diagnosing 
heart disease in women as 
they are in men, or that 
they don't regard early 
symptoms of heart disease 
as being as serious in 
women as in men. 
The researchers 
checked the medical 
records of almost 2,300 
patients who underwent 
coronary bypass surgery at 
Cedars between 1982 and 
1987. They found that 4.6 
percent of the 482 women 
died as a result of the 
operation, compared with 
an operative mortality rate 
of only 2.6 percent for the 
more than 1,800 men who 
had the bypass operation. 
This gender difference 
in operative mortality has been seen in other medical 
centers. But previous 
studies blamed women's 
higher mortality on the fact 
that their hearts and 
coronary artieries are 
smaller than men's, making 
the operation technically 
more difficult 
But the new study, 
reported in the current 
issue of The Annals of 
Internal Medicine, contra­
dicts that notion. Cedars 
researchers said they found 
no evidence that the 
surgery was more difficult 
in women that men. The 
amount of time surgeons 
had to keep the patient on 
the heart-lung machine was 
actually shorter for women 
than men, suggesting there 
were fewer technical 
problems for the women 
-- The Wall Street Journal 
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percent, compared with 16 
percent for all full-time wage and salary workers. 
Experts attribute some growth to the increasing 
number of older Americans and to advancements in 
medical technology that 
require additional people 
to push the buttons and 
decipher the printouts. 
But many new jobs 
also owe their existence to the rapid growth in 25 
years in the number of 
people covered by govern­
ment and private health 
insurance and in the kinds 
of treatment covered. 
Attempts by insurers to limit costs by moving 
some care outside hospitals 
also have had the effect of 
creating extra jobs without 
an equal reduction in jobs 
in the hospitals. And the 
number of record keepers 
has risen sharply as 
hospitals and doctors scrambled to meet de­
mands for paperwork from 
federal and private 
insurers. -- The New York 
Times 
No-Fault 
Insurance 
No Good 
An idea for handling 
patients' medical malprac­
tice claims -- no-fault 
insurance for physicians -­
is meeting support from 
doctors and criticism from 
consumer advocates and 
lawyers. 
Under proposed no­
fault plans, court trials to 
obtain compensation for 
injuries suffered under 
medical care would be 
eliminated. Instead, special 
boards would decide on 
patient awards, which 
would be given only for economic losses, eliminat­
ing punitive damages. The awards would be 
paid from pooled funds provided by health insur­
ance surcharges. Funding 
might also come from state 
governments, doctors and 
hospitals. 
Supporters say such 
plans wouldn't necessarily 
cut medical costs. They 
contend that awards would 
go to many patients whose 
cases lawyers now reject because the potential 
damages are too small. 
But they maintain that 
such plans would lower 
health care spending by 
reducing "defensive" 
medicine, in which doctors 
order unneeded tests to 
avert potential malpractice 
suits. No-fault plans also are intended to alleviate 
doctor shortages in some 
specialties, such as 
obstetrics. 
Many attorneys oppose the idea, saying it 
would decrease accounta­
bility in the medical 
profession. Consumer 
advocates also have 
attacked no-fault schemes, 
charging they wouldn't 
identify and cull bad 
doctors from the system 
fast enough. 
Virginia and Florida 
have adopted limited no­
fault systems for birth­
related injuries. A bill 
introduced in the Vermont 
legislature, based on an 
American Medical 
Association proposal, 
would have special 
examiners, aided by 
medical experts, judge cases and award compen­sation. Comprehensive no­
fault programs have been proposed in New York and 
Massachusetts. -- The Wall 
Street Journal 
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And You Can 
Quote Me On 
That 
"Any hospital receiv­
ing Medicare money 
should be required to quote 
pre-admission prices to all 
patients. Thus, patients 
will know in advance what 
their total bill will be -- a 
bill with only one item and 
one price," said John C. 
Goodman, head of the 
National Center for Policy Analysis. 
Goodman said that the 
only price patients now can 
learn prior to admission is 
the hospital's basic room 
rate, and that is no sure 
guide to what the final bill 
will look like. In Chicago, 
for example, the hospital 
with the highest room rate 
has some of the lowest 
charges for lab tests. 
The cost of procedures 
varies widely. In Chicago 
in 1988, the charge for a 
mammogram varied from 
$13 to $ 127; the charge for 
a CAT scan varied from 
$59 to $635; tonsillectomy 
�j 
(\ 
.� 
charges ranged from $125 
to $3,365; and cataract 
removal charges varied 
from $ 125 to $4 ,279. 
"Why are hospital 
prices so bizarre? Because 
the hospital market is a regulated and institutional­
ized one," Goodman said. 
Prior to the 1980s, most hospitals received their 
revenue based on costs , not 
on the prices they charged. 
In the early 1980s, the 
federal government began 
paying a single package 
price for hospital proce­
dures. By the late 1980s, 
insurers were following the i � lead of Medicare. Today 'L __,;: __ _ _ _ _ _  \ _ '- - �  � it's not uncommon for · · · , ... -
insurance companies and 
large employers to pay a pre-determined price per 
procedure or a pre­
determined price per 
patient day. 
"As a result, we have 
now come full circle. Prior 
to the 1980s, patients 
paying out of pocket were 
the only people who had to struggle with hospital bills 
that no one could possible 
understand. As we enter 
the 1990s, we are again 
evolving toward a system 
in which those least 
capable of coping with 
hospital line-item prices 
are the only people asked 
to pay those prices," he 
wrote. 
"We cannot possibly control spiraling health 
costs in this country unless 
the consumers can com­
pare prices and make 
prudent buying decisions. 
That cannot happen unless 
patients are confronted 
with a total package price 
prior to admission," 
according to Goodman. -­
The Wall Street Journal 
Bad News For 
Women With 
Heart Disease 
By the time women 
with heart disease are 
referred to surgeons for 
coronary bypass surgery, 
they are much sicker than 
men who are sent to bypass surgery, found researchers 
at Cedars-Sinai Medical 
Center. 
The finding helps 
explain why women seem 
to have twice the risk of 
men of dying during or 
immediately after coronary 
bypass surgery. 
But the finding also 
hints that doctors may not 
be as astute in diagnosing 
heart disease in women as 
they are in men, or that 
they don't regard early 
symptoms of heart disease 
as being as serious in 
women as in men. 
The researchers 
checked the medical 
records of almost 2,300 
patients who underwent 
coronary bypass surgery at 
Cedars between 1982 and 
1987. They found that 4.6 
percent of the 482 women 
died as a result of the 
operation, compared with 
an operative mortality rate 
of only 2.6 percent for the 
more than 1 ,800 men who 
had the bypass operation. 
This gender difference 
in operative mortality has been seen in other medical 
centers. But previous 
studies blamed women's 
higher mortality on the fact 
that their hearts and 
coronary artieries are 
smaller than men's, making 
the operation technically 
more difficult. 
But the new study, 
reported in the current 
issue of The Annals of 
Internal Medicine, contra­
dicts that notion. Cedars researchers said they found 
no evidence that the 
surgery was more difficult 
in women that men. The 
amount of time surgeons 
had to keep the patient on 
the heart-lung machine was 
actually shorter for women 
than men, suggesting there 
were fewer technical 
problems for the women 
-- The Wall Street Journal 
Study Puts 
Damper On Hopes 
For Controlling 
Health Care Costs 
"For those who think 
health care costs can be 
controlled by making 
Americans more cost 
conscious with compara­tive physician fee informa­
tion, a new study proves 
them wrong," according to 
Managed Care Report. 
Patients who were 
given data on local doctors' 
charges for different 
services didn't cut back on 
visits, seek less care or have lower ambulatory 
care expenditures than 
those not given such data, found a Department of 
Health and Human 
Services study of 658 state 
employees and 7 17 
Medicare beneficiaries. 
But the data showed 
that state workers were 
more knowledgeable about doctors' fees than control 
group counterparts, the 
article said. No significant 
differences in knowledge, 
attitudes or behavior were 
found in the Medicare 
population. 
The fee data may not 
have resulted in lower am­
bulatory use and costs 
because actual out-of­
pocket savings realized 
from less-expensive 
doctors may not have been 
large enough to spur people to shop around, the study concluded. For more 
information about the 
study, conducted by 
Hibbard and Weeks, 
contact HHS at (301)  443-
4 100. --BCBSA 
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EDUCATION AND 
ELUC IDAT ION 
FOR INQU IR ING 
M INDS IN THE 
ORGAN IZATION 
Pork Bellies, 
Anyone? 
(A beginner's guide to 
making investments) 
By Dave Dunnewald* 
Last month I told you about 
Lending Investments; this time I'd like to focus on ownership invest­
ments. 
Ownership investments 
involve using money to purchase 
partial or full ownership in an 
asset. It is hoped that the asset will 
rise in value or pay regular divi­
dends. The advantage of owner­
ship is that your earnings have no 
upper limits. Returns can be very 
high. They also could be very low, 
however, since such investments 
generally are not guaranteed. The 
most popular ownership invest­
ments are stocks, commodities and 
collectibles; real estate and limited 
partnerships and mutual funds. 
Stocks 
Ownership in a corporation 
can be purchased through common 
stock or preferred stock. Preferred 
stocks generally pay regular divi­
dends and are almost as safe as 
corporate bonds. But they do not 
allow investors to get involved in 
the business. Common stocks are 
more risky because dividends are 
not always paid. However, holders 
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of common stocks usually have a voice 
in the running of the company and 
greater potential for earnings. 
Commodities and collectibles 
Commodities include such tangible 
goods as soybeans, pork bellies and 
silver. Gold and other precious metals 
are often used as hedges against inflation. Collectibles include every­
thing from antique autos and Persian 
rugs to emeralds. The most common 
examples, however, are stamps, coins 
and diamonds. Both commodities and 
collectibles tend to be speculative 
investments, with earnings coming 
from rising asset values, rather than 
interest or dividends. 
Real estate and 
limited partnerships 
For most people, real-estate 
investing means buying the home in 
which they live. Other options include 
buying a home to rent to someone else 
or buying commercial properties. Many 
investors reduce their risk of loss by 
setting up limited partnerships to buy 
the properties. This spreads the risk 
among more investors and limits the 
liability of each person to his or her 
investment. Besides real estate, limited 
partnerships are often set up to buy 
industrial equipment and oil and gas 
properties. Limited partnerships are 
commonly used to reduce investors' 
taxes, in addition to earning income. 
Note: the tax advantages recently have 
been significantly limited both in real 
estate and limited partnerships. 
Mutual funds 
For investors with smaller port­
folios (less than $50,000), mutual funds provide an opportunity to 
diversify and reduce risk. Rather than 
buying stocks, bonds or other 
investments directly, investors can buy shares of stocks in a mutual fund 
that already owns a large, diversified 
portfolio. Investors in mutuals also 
get the benefit of professional 
management. 
When the value of the fund's in­
vestments rises, so does the value of 
the shares in the fund. Mutual funds 
without service charges, called "no­
load" funds, are particularly popular 
with smaller investors. Whatever 
your investment goals, there proba­
bly is a mutual fund that's right for 
you, because there's a tremendous 
selection of them. 
This listing of investments is not 
complete. It is only intended to give 
an idea of the most common invest­
ments available and the main 
features of each. 
* Dave Dunnewald is the financial relations 
manager in the Corporate Communications 
department of Adolph Coors Company, which 
publishes FLITE, a weekly economic 
newsletter. 
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Cross and Blue Shield 
Association, told the 
group, "this evening proves again that something magical happens when the 
Olympic spirit takes over. 
We're proud to play a role 
in supporting our Olympi­
ans, who symbolize what is great about America -- the 
ability to compete fiercely 
but fairly, and the freedom 
to strive for excellence," he 
said. 
Guests at the Wash­
ington event included 
leaders from business and 
government, diplomats 
representing the nations 
that are the sites of future 
Olympic games -- France, 
Spain and Norway -- as 
well as former Olympians 
and Olympic hopefuls. -- BCBSA 
Tresnowski 
Testifies For Small 
Group Market 
"The insurance 
industry must find a way to 
move the small-group 
insurance market from one 
where competition is based 
on risk selection to one 
where competition is based 
on administrative effi­
ciency, service and ability 
to control costs," said 
Bernard Tresnowski, 
president of the Blue Cross 
and Blue Shield Associa­
tion, as he testified before 
the House Ways and 
Means subcommittee on 
Health. 
Pete Stark, D-CA, 
called the hearing to 
discuss health insurance 
issues for the small-group 
market 
Appearing on a panel 
with the Health Insurance 
Association of America 
and the Kaiser Foundation 
Health plan, Tresnowski 
said that the small-group 
market faces a number of 
factors that affect the affordability of coverage, 
including adverse selec­
tion, a higher percentage of 
fixed costs because of 
fewer covered persons, 
higher claims because of the unavailability of workers compensation and 
higher turnover of groups. 
In calling for change, 
however, Tresnowski 
emphasized that Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield 
plans have taken on a 
greater proportion of 
substandard risks than 
other carriers. "This simply 
means that, as we move to 
reform, we not disadvan­tage those insurers that 
have tried over the years to service community needs," 
he said. -- BCBSA 
Among the many 
reforms health finance 
experts recommend, the 
editorial said, two are 
essential: consumers must 
be made aware of costs and 
health insurance must be 
managed. 
Making consumers aware of costs requires 
limiting tax deductions for 
health insurance premiums 
to a fixed amount, enough 
for adequate coverage. A 
consumer would be free to 
buy a more expensive plan, 
but at his own expense -­
not that of the taxpayer. 
1'This one change would 
make consumers sensitive 
to costs and open up the 
market to fierce competi­
tion from HMOs and other alternatives to fee-for­
service plans," the editorial 
explained . 
Managing health 
insurance is necessary because individuals "lack 
the expertise or time to 
shop intelligently for 
medical insurance," it said. 
Enthoven would rely upon 
corporate sponsors -- or a 
public sponsor for those 
without employer-based 
coverage -- to formulate 
options and monitor 
• �-· • : quality. •• · "By ignoring details . . 
More Salt On 
The Pepper 
To control soaring 
medical costs, the Pepper 
Commission recently 
called for modest deduct-
ible and co-insurance. 
"But health finance 
experts, most notably 
Alain Enthoven of Stan-
ford University -- have 
shown that deductible and 
• . like tax subsidies and 
managed care, the Pepper 
Commission renders many 
of its recommendations 
unenforceable. For 
example, the Commission 
would require that private 
insurers enroll the sick as 
well as the healthy. But 
without careful scrutiny by 
knowledgeable corporate 
sponsors, this provision 
would be easily evaded," 
according to the editorial. co-insurance are an 
insufficient brake," accord­
ing to a New York Times 
editorial. 
"Congress had the 
right to expect its commis­
sion, after a year of study, 
to face up to the 
ties of health ins 
Instead, Congres 
wish list that ski central problem control. Americl: 
year." -- The Ne, 
Times 
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to provide health care for 
you as a smoker, therefore, 
we expect you to pay 
more."' 
The study, done by 
Alto Health Strategies Inc. 
of Salt Lake City, involved 
2,134 medical claims, 
including 864 from 
smokers and 1,270 from 
nonsmokers. Analysis of 
dental claims from 1,764 
employees yielded similar 
results. The analysis didn't 
take into account such 
other lifestyle indicators 
as alcohol consumption, 
weight and blood 
cholesterol 
levels. 
Another firm charging 
smokers is Baker Hughes 
Inc., an oil-service concern 
in Houston. Early in the 
year, it began charging 
smokers on its work force 
of 12,000 an extra $ 10 a 
month for health care after 
finding that 55 percent of 
its health care costs are 
from lifestyle-related 
illnesses, including 
smoking. 
Besides charging the 
$ 10 monthly premium, the 
program also rewards 
healthy nonsmokers. Baker 
Hughes pays up to $50 for 
a wellness physical to 
check cholesterol and 
blood fat levels, ratio of 
height and body weight 
and blood pressure. The 
company pays $ 100 to a 
health care reimbursement 
account for nonsmokers 
who fall within national 
norms in three of four 
tests. 
In March, U-Haul 
International began 
deducting $5 every other 
week from the paychecks 
of employees who smoke 
or are overweight or 
underweight. -- The Wall 
Street Jo urnal 
Bush And 
The Blues 
Go For The Gold 
In his appearance 
before the first official 
fund-raiser for the 1992 
U.S. Olympic team, 
President George Bush 
applauded the efforts of the 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
organization on behalf of 
Olympic athletes. 
"I want to thank Mr. 
Tresnowski for what you 
and your great organization 
are doing to support the 
Olympics," Bush told the 
more than 800 guests 
attending the event 
sponsored by the Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield 
Organization and the 
United States Olympic 
Committee (USOC). 
The president's 
remarks followed a "parade 
of champions" featuring 
more than 35 Olympic 
athletes. 
"These world-class 
athletes represent some of 
America's greatest hopes 
and aspirations," he said. 
"Their will to win, to 
aspire to a kind of excel­
lence that transcends mind 
over muscle, breaks 
through barriers of every 
kind. 
"When the world 
watches these athletes, let 
them be reminded of this: 
the only barrier remaining 
now is the will to make the 
world better," Bush said. 
By the 1992 Olympics, 
the president said he would 
like to see Germany 
reunited, South Africa free 
of discrimination, and 
"Asia and this hemisphere" 
counting the "blessing of 
democracy." 
Senator George 
Mitchell, D-ME, who 
introduced the president, 
made note of the fact that 
the United States was "the 
only nation that has 
preserved the amateur 
status of athletes, with 
voluntary support by the 
citizens of their country." 
Mitchell, the Senate 
Majority leader, said that 
Bush has been a strong 
supporter of the Olympics, 
as well as its tradition of 
volunteerism, and urged 
the group to "put the 
Olympic spirit into action 
in our daily lives." 
Bush was awarded a 
silver torch and named 
honorary president of the 
United States Olympic 
Committee by USOC 
President Robert Helmick. 
Bernard R. Tresnow­
ski, president of the Blue 
,, 
The Life You 
Save Could Be 
Your Own 
By Bob Hamilton, supervisor of 
Engineering 
What you see in the photo used 
to be a Mr. Coffee. Located in a 
work area in the home office and 
simply left on too long, it overheated 
and caught fire. Only because an 
employee happened by and acted 
quickly was a potential tragedy pre­
vented. 
Using small appliances like 
coffeemakers, microwave ovens or 
refrigerators, personal heaters or 
fans puts you and your co-workers in 
danger. Though many of these appli­
ances bear the "UL" seal, they are 
generally intended, tested and 
approved only for home use. They're 
not designed for day-long office use. 
When we surveyed the home 
office, Gilmore Street, 320 Riverside 
Avenue and SWD buildings recently, 
we found more than one hundred 
coffee makers, even more electric 
heaters and nearly two hundred 
electric fans, along with refrigerators 
and microwave ovens. 
There have been several inci­
dents in which the wiring of appli­
ances overheated and melted after 
being left unattended. Extension 
cords too small for the load of the 
appliance have also melted. 
On the average, the Safety and 
Security department reports finding 
at least one coffee maker left on each 
week as they patrol the building after 
business hours. Electric heaters are 
also found left on, often under a desk 
and/or near a wastebasket. So far, 
we've all been very fortunate that 
there hasn't been a serious fire 
causing significant property damage, 
injuries to employees or any loss of 
life. 
While we're relieved there have 
been no major fires, we all have to 
work harder to maintain a safe work 
place. Even a relatively minor fire 
can result in the temporary loss of 
jobs until repairs can be made. 
Here are common sense safety 
precautions you can take to make 
your work and home environment 
safer: 
• Turn off all heaters and coffee 
makers any time they aren't in use. 
• Keep paper and other flammable 
materials away from heating ele­
ments. 
• Never block the air vents on any 
appliance. 
• Avoid using extension cords 
whenever possible. 
• Use only cords of sufficient size to 
handle the electrical load of the 
appliance. Two-prong flat cords with 
molded heads are not adequate. 
• Regularly check the plug and cord 
on your appliance for heat. If they 
are warm, tum the appliance off and 
then unplug it. Also check to make 
sure that the plug fits snugly into the 
wall outlet. Report problem outlets to 
engineering at extension 6025. 
If you've left the building and 
cannot remember positively that all 
heaters and coffee makers were 
turned off before you left, call 
security at 791-6219 to run a safety 
check. 
TOWN MEETING 
Protect the planet: it's the only one we've got ... 
April 22 was Earth Day, 1990. One day and one person can make a 
difference; there's plenty you can do to protect the planet. Here are some 
ideas: 
• Use reusable containers to store food in your refrigerator instead of 
habitually wrapping food in aluminum foil or plastic wrap. 
• Keep rags in the kitchen to wipe up spills; don't use paper towels. 
• Turn off the tap water while you shave or brush your teeth; this saves 
significant amounts of water. 
• Plastic six-pack holders can be fatal to marine animals and birds. 
Before throwing them away, snip each circle with scissors. 
• Keep your light bulbs clean; dirt absorbs light and uses more energy. 
• Don't switch your air conditioner to a colder setting when you turn it 
on. It won't cool the room any faster and it will waste energy. 
• Carpool to work. In one year, traffic congestion alone wasted 3 billion 
gallons of gas -- about 5 percent of the nation's annual gas consumption. 
Source: 50 Simple Things You Can Do To Save The Earth, The Earthworks Group. 
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Florida 
Combined 
Life 
Flourishes 
By Barbara Hunter, National/ 
Corporate Accounts 
Administration 
Florida Combined Life (FCL), 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of 
Florida's newly founded life insur­
ance company subsidiary, is evolving 
into a successful and growing 
business venture. FCL now has over 
40 full-time employees and offers a 
broad range of quality life and 
disability products. FCL designs, 
underwrites, markets and administers 
insurance products and services to 
meet the financial security needs of 
BCBSFs customers. 
1990 is proving to be an exciting 
year for FCL employees as they work 
toward achieving their profitability 
goals. One of their major strategies is 
to continue developing innovative 
products. Projects currently in the 
works include a long-term care rider 
to the Group Universal Life Product, 
expansion of the Flexible Benefits 
program and an individual product 
that will be made available to 
BCBSF direct pay policyholders 
through direct response methods. 
However, none of FCL's present 
success could have occurred without 
the support of the BCBSF marketing 
organization, especially in the 
regions. Regional sales representa­
tives play a major role in communi­
cating FCL product offerings and in 
making the ultimate sale. The sales 
force has significantly supported 
FCL goals by recapturing or retain­
ing virtually all of the life business 
previously marketed to BCBSF 
customers by American Bankers 
Life. 
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Walter Liptak is p resident of Florida Combined 
Life Insurance Co. ,  a subsidiary of BCBSF. 
As an incentive to help meet 
FCL's 1990 goals, several sales 
contests were developed. One contest 
that just concluded was for new 
"packaged" sales (health and life 
insurance sold as a package). The 
contest winners who will spend four 
days in Mexico this month (with their 
spouses) are Todd Torgersen and 
Steve Mccumber from the Northwest 
region, and Wiley Bryant, Ralph 
Cabrera and Jeff Kalish from the 
Southern region. Another trip to 
Mexico is planned for August for all 
sales representatives who produce 
$50,000 or more in new annualized 
premiums between January and June. 
BCBSF's transition to a regional 
management structure created an 
opportunity for Florida Combined Life 
to align its marketing operations with 
the regions. The FCL agency directors 
are Steve Hyers, Northeast Region; 
Beb Fetzer, Central Region; Dave 
Helphrey, West Coast and Southern 
Region; and Randy Simmons, North­
west Region. 
For additional information on 
FCL, its products, services or plans for 
the future, please call Randy Simmons 
at (904) 730-7804. 
Working in 
Deerwood 
By Shirley Shaw, customer service 
representative, Case Management 
Now that we know the Private 
Business work force will move to 
Freedom Commerce Center while 
Medicare regroups in the Tower 
complex, many of you face multiple 
changes and perhaps considerable 
apprehension as you adapt to this 
upheaval. The move may mean 
extra driving time and distances, 
changing child care and other 
family-related arrangements. Your 
social routines and dining and 
shopping habits may also be 
affected. And when you get right 
down to it, most of us don't really 
like change, especially when we 
don't instigate it. 
If your unit is one of those 
relocating to Freedom Commerce 
Center, please don't worry. Those of 
us who already work here believe 
that once you become accustomed 
to the changes, you'll be very happy 
with working in Deerwood. Except 
for the traffic (and where in 
Jacksonville can you escape that?), 
working here is very pleasant. The 
entire Southpoint-Deerwood­
Baymeadows area is beautifully 
landscaped and a joy to behold, if 
you like plants, flowers, fountains 
and lakes as much as I do. 
The new buildings in Freedom 
Commerce Center have a different 
look than the Corporate Plaza 
buildings, but the scenery we all 
enjoy will be similar. And there are 
plenty of amenities -- unlimited 
variety of restaurants and shopping 
areas within a very short distance 
from the office site. 
Virtually every culinary taste 
can be satisfied in the numerous 
hotel buffets, restaurants, delicates­
sens, and fast-food drive-throughs 
The regionalization of Local 
Group operations is a major step in 
the corporate strategic plan to 
provide better service to the customer 
and to differentiate Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield from the competition 
through all aspects of service. 
Regionalization 's potential 
benefits include a higher retention 
rate of current subscribers and an 
increased number of new contracts 
through customer referrals. This will 
aid in maintaining the companiy's 
position as the leading health insurer 
in the state. 
To ensure that the ultimate goal 
of providing superior customer 
service is being fulfilled, Local 
Group Operations will be conducting 
a post evaluation during the next six 
months 
However, the majority of 
feedback received to date on the 
regionalization has been positive, 
according to Joyce Bowman, project 
manager. 
The project team was formed in 
February 1989 and the current 
members are: Pat Blevins, Daron 
Bolena, Joyce Bowman, Scott 
Bushnell, Jeanne Coleman, Pete 
Davis, Henry Douglas, Janet Gha­
nayem, Robert Gillette, Sharon 
Massey, Marc Newton, Joel Smith 
and Susan Walker. 
QUEST 
Moving to knowledge-based 
workers 
What started out as a conversa­
tion among State Group employees 
Tim Lyons, Jackie Waters and 
Collette Keller ended up as a new 
team that's making a big difference 
for the Tampa region. 
It's called QUEST -- the QUal­
ity, Entry and Suspense Team -- and 
it's responsible for entering the 
Tampa region's claims and process­
ing any suspense generated. 
"Basically we're moving toward 
the knowledge-based worker," says 
Tim Lyons, team facilitator. "We 
QUEST members L-R (front): Minni£ LeCounl, Rose Lerum, Jackie Waters, Te"i McC. 
Lehman. (Back): Tim Lyons, Jimmy Six, Zelbra Countryman. 
enter our own claims, and process the 
forms that the system rejects." 
Traditionally, individuals 
specialize in one of these functions, 
but with the QUEST approach, each 
team member is trained to handle the 
claims process from entry to pay­
ment. 
"In fact, all team members are 
trained to do many of the traditional 
Team Leader functions, as well as 
handling the W ats calls and working 
with the field representatives to 
develop proactive relationships with 
them and to identify areas to enhance 
provider education," says Lyons. 
QUEST verifies diagnosis codes, 
referring physicians, pre-existing 
information, procedure codes, etc. 
Examiners keep their entry batches 
for five days, which eliminates the 
ordering of microfilm. 
An 80 percent automation rate 
Response to QUEST has been 
very positive. "It gives a sense of 
ownership and it's very rewarding 
when dealing with the customer . I 
can follow the claim all the way 
through the system and I know the 
customer will be serviced properly," 
says Jackie Waters, QUEST exam­
iner. 
QUEST has achieved an 80 
percent automation rate on the front­
end of claims processing, which 
means that 80 percent of the claims 
are paid efficiently when th 
run through the system and 
percent of the claims suspc1 
ditional claims processing, 1 
suspension rate is closer to 
percent. "Because of the ad 
research we put into .our cla 
we're able to maintain the 8 
percent automation rate," s. 
Lyons. 
In the future, QUEST v 
to link up with a customer s 
team to handle the inquiries 
justment for the Tampa regi 
For more information a 
these programs or othei 
tamer service improve-rr 
initiatives underway in 
organization, contact ft 
Nunn, director of Super 
Customer Service. His , 
is (904) 791 -8397 and } 
located on 18T. 
PR( 
ortheast Florida 
:ognition Program 
!warding team players 
f ortheast Florida Region 
n MVP -- Most Valuable 
• award program to reward 
:es who provide specific acts 
1tional service to internal or 
customers. 
Wellman, regional opera­
ector, says "we're trying to 
rs a good customer service 
.tion. Our goal is to work as a 
1e way we see it is that each 
; customers. Sometimes 
!ping another person who 
·ectly with our subscriber 
fact, one of the recipients of 
> award, Richard Duncan, 
leal with customers at all. 
oes go out of his way to pull 
1s files and make photocop-
1stomer service representa-
1se when they investigate a 
enial." 
Going the extra step 
first MVP award was given 
sa Monaco, a customer 
epresentative in the Jackson­
ce of the Northeast region. 
1aco went an important extra 
>ehalf of one of her custom­
ery tiny one. When a 
who had not yet been 
nto the system as a new 
suddenly needed medical 
ilth Options couldn't confirm 
or pay claims. So Monaco 
' the enrollment through 
ship and Billing and was 
onfirm benefits to the child's 
care physician within an 
thirty minutes of the initial 
child's parents were 
Y 1990 
reassured that medical services 
would be covered by Health Options. 
In addition to a tremendous 
feeling of satisfaction, Monaco was 
selected to be a Most Valuable 
Player. "The people who are named 
MVPs get a badge that says Tm an 
MVP,' and they have their photo­
graph taken and displayed on the 
breakroom wall," says Wellman. 
"They also get a $20 gift certificate 
from American Express -- one of our 
accounts." 
How the program works 
The awards are given on the 
spot, at the time the outstanding 
service is rendered, by one of thirteen 
members of the management council. 
Or, one employee can nominate 
another by speaking to that person's 
supervisor. 
The criteria for the award, says 
Wellman, are deliberately broad. 
Rewards are given to employees 
who: 
• go an important extra step to help 
the customer 
• maintain a positive attitude in a 
difficult situation 
• follow through on a challenging 
commitment made to a customer 
• coordinate an innovative solution to 
a customer's problem 
• anticipate and take action to meet a 
customer's need 
• prevent a customer service problem 
or save a customer for BCBSF 
Wellman says the program, still 
relatively new, has been well 
received. 
'/' 
Local Group Market 
Operations 
By Jackie McCurdy, customer service 
representative, State Group 
Regionalization improves 
service to the customer 
On March 5, 1990, Local 
Group Operations segmented its 
customer base into the five geo­
graphical regions that correspond 
with marketing's current alignment: 
Northeast, Northwest, West, South 
and Central. 
This method of segmentation 
offers benefits to the customer and 
the company. The customer receives 
more personalized service from a 
single operations unit designed to 
meet their specific needs and 
expectations. 
Each operations unit is respon­
sible for processing all new claims, 
claims adjustments and inquiries for 
the customers in their particular 
region. This will provide a higher 
consistency of service to the cus­
tomer. 
A new toll-free number 
Local group subscribers also 
now have access to a single toll-free 
number. Their calls will be routed to 
their particular region's service unit 
by the area code and the first three 
digits of the phone number from 
which they are calling. This places 
the responsibility for routing tele­
phone inquiries on the company, 
instead of the customer. 
"I 
HMO Primary Care Physician Advisory Committee 
·'-
The Gainesville area has initiated a Primary Care Advisory Commit­
tee to create long-lasting "win-win" relationships between Health 
Options and primary care physicians, so that our members will receive 
health care service that is of high quality and meets member perception 
of superior customer service. Members include the Vice President of 
the Northeast Region, his direct reports, and representative primary 
care physicians. The committee meets monthly, and shares its minutes 
with all primary care physicians in the area. The committee is modeled 
after a similar one in operation in the Jacksonville area. 
For information, call Craig Childs, M.D., Northeast Region, at 
73 1-1037. 
� 
lining Baymeadows Drive. San Jose 
and Southside boulevards are close 
by, and off er even more dining selec­
tions. The Grande Boulevard Mall 
and all major grocery and discount 
department stores are near, and there 
are specialty shops of all kinds. 
Banking establishments are also well 
represented and the Health Services 
Credit Union is just a few miles north 
at 1-95 and Butler Boulevard. 
Many of us go out for lunch. 
Traffic is heavy at noon, but one 
hour is adequate to eat and/or make a 
quick stop at the bank or a store. 
I never worked in the Tower 
complex, so I asked others who have 
worked both places for their opinions 
about each location. 
Doug Powell, manager of Health 
Audit Administration, has worked for 
BCB SF for 13 years, the last four at 
Deerwood. He finds the pace here 
more relaxed and therefore more 
productive. No time is wasted 
waiting for elevators or in line at the 
cafeteria, and he feels the smaller 
groups make more cohesive teams 
who depend on each other. He enjoys 
the landscaping and facilities and 
appreciates the fact that the Bay­
meadows community caters to 
business people. 
Lori Hallauer, project manager 
in Cost Containment, lives in 
Avondale just a short drive from the 
Riverside office, so she was very 
reluctant to move to Deerwood four 
years ago. Besides adding 15 or 20 
minutes to her commute, she knew it 
would be harder to interact with 
workers from the Riverside office if 
she were not in direct contact with 
them. A member of various BCBSF 
sports teams, she also felt her ability 
to participate would be hindered. She 
has adapted to the change, however, 
and enjoys the beauty of the environ­
ment here. She has formed many new 
friendships while retaining those in 
the Riverside building. Like Doug, 
she appreciates not having to spend 
time waiting for elevators. 
Health Industry Analyst Elaine 
Martin, RN, has worked for BCBSF 
for 15 years and was delighted when 
the move to Corporate Plaza took 
place, primarily because she lives 
just minutes away. She misses net­
working with other areas and the 
proximity for meetings, but likes the 
free, nearby parking and the beautiful 
shrubbery and flowers surrounding 
the buildings and streets. 
Vicki Chapman, associate pro­
grammer analyst trainee in the HMO 
Task Force, is a Westside resident 
who recently moved to Building 
Three at Corporate Plaza. Even 
though she now has to drop off her 
husband Paul, who works in the 
Maintenance Department at the 
Riverside complex, before driving 
the extra distance out here, she 
enjoys the more relaxed atmos­
phere, the convenient parking 
and eating her lunch by the lake. 
If the beauty of the environ­
ment here is Deerwood's most 
attractive feature, traffic is its 
least. There's lots of ongoing 
construction. The recently 
widened 8-lane interchange at 
Baymeadows Drive and 1-95 has 
immeasurably helped the traffic 
flow, but it still takes 10 to 15 
minutes to get onto the interstate 
after leaving work. Alternate 
routes leave the business 
complex via Phillips Highway, 
which will also be an option 
from the Freedom Commerce 
Center. Once on 1-95 going 
north, the only slowdown is 
usually at the Fuller-Warren 
bridge, because the heavy flow 
of traffic is southbound. Travel­
ing south on 1-95, then on 1-295 
across the Buckman Bridge is a 
real pain most of the time, the 
only alternatives being via the 
downtown bridges or 15 miles 
south at Green Cove Springs. 
I recently moved from 
Orange Park to the Jacksonville 
Airport area and was pleasantly 
surprised to discover that each 
morning I can drive the 21  miles 
to work almost invariably within 
30 minutes, again because from 
the Fuller Warren Bridge (where 
there is a very brief slow down, 
if any) to Baymeadows, the 
heavy flow of traffic is inbound. 
Add the ten minutes it takes to 
get on the Interstate at night, and 
my travel time home is pretty 
consistently 40 to 45 minutes. 
Those of us who work in 
Deerwood were very happy with 
the decision to relocate Private 
Business to the Freedom Com­
merce Center, and we hope that 
once the transition is complete, 
those of you who join us will 
find it equally enjoyable. 
Landscapin g  al the new fa cility, shown here 
still unde r  construction, will be one of the fin­
ishing touches. 
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Blue Line 
Sounds Fine 
It's official -- the Audio Re­
sponse System has a new name: 
Blue Line. Penny Nadeau, customer 
service auditor for the State Group 
Audit (and an auditor for the adjust­
ment area, too), submitted the win­
ning name and will take home the 
$ 100 first prize. 
When she walks through her 
door with the money, her husband 
Roger and 16-year-old son Shawn 
will probably have their hands 
extended for a share of the winnings. 
Roger, in fact, first suggested the 
name Blue Line, but Nadeau said no. 
"At first it seemed too plain . Then I 
thought more about it, and really 
liked the simplicity of it. So I 
submitted it to see what would hap­
pen." 
IN THE SPOTLIGHT 
Penny Nadeau will rrwst likely spend her prize 
rrwney on a family trip . 
Nadeau, who celebrates 15 years 
of service to the company in June, 
says "I think the ARS is a great con­
cept. The customer service represen­
tatives have so much to deal with 
already, and an audio response 
CAREER CORNER 
The lowdown on competition 
We've all come to believe that competition is good for us. But 
research shows that "offensive competition," which involves aggressive 
gamesmanship, can be counterproductive. 
A study conducted at the University of Texas disclosed that people 
who were more concerned with winning than with performing well had 
lower levels of achievement. 
These people tended to be mistrustful, secretive and manipulative, 
and were determined to outperform their colleagues. They didn't enjoy 
their work. 
If you're a competitive person: 
• Keep in mind that competition is not the opposite of cooperation. 
Using cooperative strategies will often help you be more "competitive." 
• Don't strive to prove yourself in others' eyes. Learn to believe in 
yourself. 
• Accept that you need other people to get ahead. A combination of 
healthy competition and cooperation can go a long way. 
• Keep your mind open to new ideas, information and feedback. Of­
fensively competitive people often resist others' suggestions. 
• Help those you work with achieve their goals. 
Source: Dr. Stan J. Katz and Aimee E. Liu, writing in Self, 350 Madison Ave., New Yorlc, NY 
10017. 
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system will answer the routine, basic 
questions providers have. I'm really 
interested in how it will work and 
how it will affect our customers." 
Another reason she was inter­
ested in the "Name the ARS" contest 
is because State Group will be the 
pilot for the system. "I feel like a 
really important part of State Group. 
As a customer service representative, 
I hear about the problems first and I 
have a chance to help find the 
answers." 
Two other names for the audio 
response system were selected for 
$50 prizes. Michael Latimer, corpo­
rate financial research analyst in 
National Accounts Receivable, 
suggested the name BEACON, and 
the staff of the West Coast Region 
suggested the name B-Line. 
Jeanie Gilreath, issue manager of 
Provider Inquiry Management for 
Health Industry Services Operations, 
says a total of 350 names were 
submitted. The three winning names 
were tested with six providers, who 
unanimously approved Blue Line. 
Gilreath says the pilot for Blue 
Line should be in operation by late 
summer. 
Putting It All 
Together 
The Gavel Club held its gradu­
ation ceremonies April 24. Pete 
Taylor, director of the Central Region 
and the keynote speaker, talked to the 
seven graduates, their friends and 
families about the importance of the 
English language. He then presented 
the graduates -- Ruby Adamson, Pete 
DeChant, June Dowdell, Elvina 
Fishers, Silvia McCloud, Josette 
Mitchell and Lena Williams -- with 
plastic bunny teeth and a can of 
Whiskas cat food. 
The graduates also received 
Kelly LaDuke/photographer 
Customer Feedback 
Work Group 
By Kay Manly, operatio ns analyst, 
Group Membership & Billing 
A varied group of employees -­
mostly non-management -- formed a 
customer feedback work group in 
January to coordinate efforts to find 
out what customers thought about our 
service and to see that the feedback 
mechanisms included valid and 
helpful information, were consistent 
and did not over-survey individual 
customers. 
They compiled a list of all 
feedback mechanisms currently 
known to be in use or under develop­
ment, and agreed on basic rules they 
would abide by for future mecha­
nisms. 
They also initiated the button 
award program, a person-to-person 
(as opposed to management-down) 
recognition program for "acts of ex­
ceptional service to internal or 
external customers." 
John Nunn, director of Superior 
Customer Service, heads the group. 
"We believe that we can help the 
company by positive action," says 
Butt 
win, 
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Fori 
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Har, 
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Deb 
Bro, 
Bob, 
Jam 
Caught doing something right 
Usually, getting caught means you've done something wrong, but 
twenty-three BCBSF employees recently celebrated getting caugh 
because they were "caught doing something right." 
The employees were recognized at a special lunch ceremony, 
where they were awarded a certificate. Their managers received a 
memo describing their act of exceptional customer service. 
Members of the Customer Feedback Work Group developed 1 
plan to reward employees who provided superior customer servic� 
Each work group member was given two buttons imprinted with t 
words: "I was caught doing something right." The buttons were th 
awarded to individuals who provided superior service to customer 
either internal or external. 
Nunn. "We want to show apprecia­
tion for good service, we want to 
learn how the customer feels about 
our company and we want to use 
what we learn to improve our 
service. We believe a service attitude 
is the starting point." 
The work group members are 
Sandy Cribbs, Bonnie Flowers, Joyce 
Harnage, Jackie Jones, Elaine 
Kowalewski, Jerry LePore, Kay 
Manly, Sally Markham, Sharon 
Massey, Dave McCammon, Hugh 
Mcllwain, Janet Morris, Elaine 
Newby, David Ojeda and Joe 
Wellman. 
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larket Research 
cusing on the customer 
e a low-budget movie that 
o be the "sleeper" of the year, 
ket Research Department's 
'A Customer Perspective On 
!rvice" met with popular and 
icclaim. Based on focus 
:search conducted in three 
,titan areas of the state, the 
r1d an accompanying video 
the attributes of good service 
:ustomer perspective -- not 
ally health insurance service, 
ice in general. 
tr basic themes emerged from 
s group discussions: 
Front-line" employees serve 
nk bewteen the company and 
ic. To customers, these em­
are the company. 
rhe definition of good 
:r service is essentially the 
r all types of business. 
y, the customer wants 
personal attention, knowledgeable 
employees, good communication, 
prompt and accurate service and fair 
and honest treatment 
3) Poor customer service hurts a 
business more than good customer 
service helps. 
4) Customers are skeptical about 
receiving quality service from 
insurance companies. Health insur­
ance companies need to try harder in 
order to exceed customer expecta­
tions. 
Initially, 300 copies of the report 
were printed and distributed, but due 
to exceptional demand, the report is 
now in its third printing and more 
than 1,200 have been distributed. The 
Market Research department has 
been booked regularly for presenta­
tions of the video. 
Customer service: the sequel 
A second round of focus group 
research, oriented more specifically 
toward customer expectations for 
service in health insurance, just 
concluded. 
Highlights of that research are: 
1) Marketing strategies of 
BCBSF, including target marketing 
and market segmentation, affects the 
way we deliver service. The need for 
"service segmentation" by BCBSF 
Specifics of personal attention 
ignition -- Immediately acknowledge the customer's presence 
-to-face or on the telephone.) Don't leave the customer waiting on 
�lephone, standing in line or feeling ignored in any way. 
onal Service -- Identify yourself and address the customer by 
: whenever possible. 
·est -- Appear concerned, interested and attentive with eye contact, 
language , your response, tone of voice and so on. Convey the 
ession that you enjoy your job. 
·tesy -- Be aware you're there to serve the customer. Don't have a 
escending attitude. Treat the customer with respect. 
,antness -- Appear to be happy, take pride in your work and have 
:itive attitude. 
ince -- Try to understand the customer; don't act like you're in a 
, and don't rush the customer. 
:dive -- Offer ideas, alternatives, and suggestions to the customer. 
•illing to go the extra mile. Be eager to take care of the customer 
)ut being asked. 
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may be necessary as types of custom­
ers targeted will bring similar service 
expectations. 
2) Retention of customers is 
based on how well we balance price 
and value. Service is an important 
contributor to value. Once the scale 
tips beyond a customer's level of 
tolerance, the customer looks 
elsewhere. 
3) The importance of personal 
service or attention to our customer 
cannot be minimized. 
4) Customers are pleased with 
many aspects of our service, for 
example, claims payment, regional 
access, knowledge of products and 
service. However, they see room for 
improvement in some major areas. 
The complete research results 
will be available in early June. More 
information is forthcoming. 
New survey system 
While they've stayed quite busy 
with the focus group research, the 
Market Research Department has 
also worked on a project that 
combines two ongoing surveys. 
The Customer Decision Monitoring 
System for direct pay subscribers and 
group decision makers was combined 
with the Member & Employers 
Group Analysis for Health Options 
members and decision makers and is 
now called the Customer Service 
Tracking System (CSTS). 
It places a stronger emphasis on 
customer service issues to better 
support corporate efforts to track and 
monitor customer opinions of 
service. CSTS will also add PPO 
subscribers to the survey population. 
Reports will be semi-annual and 
will begin in October. 
gavels and certificates from Lillie 
Thomas and Phil Church. Gradu­
ates were each "roasted" by a close 
friend or family member before 
stepping up to the podium to make 
a short speech about their Gavel 
Club involvement. 
The "roasters" were Margaret 
Clough, Wayne Campbell, Dorothy 
Evans, Lenette Paulk, Jackie 
Stokes, Tiffany Cisero and Julia 
Henry Wilson. 
Pat Fitzpatrick, employee 
services specialist in the Human 
Resourcs department, says partici­
pation in the club provides mem­
bers with the opportunity to 
develop self-confidence, organize 
thoughts and materials, give 
speeches and other presentations, 
develop listening skills, conduct 
effective meetings, and improve 
personal vocabulary and grammar. 
If you 're interested in joining 
the Gavel Club, you can get an 
application from Fitzpatrick (1 T, 
extension 8121). Your manager's 
approval is required for you to 
participate. 
There is usually a 
waiting list to join the club. 
After relocation, there will 
be two clubs; one in the Riv­
erside complex and one in 
Freedom Commerce Center. 
1990 Gravel Club graduates (L-R) 
FronJ row: Pete D eC hanJ, Elvina 
Fisher, Silvill Mc Cloud. 
Back row: Lena Williams, R uby 
A damson, Josette Mitchell, June 
D owdell . 
MANAGER'S MEMO 
Making sound decisions 
Whether you have one especially vexing problem to resolve or many 
small ones, you can ease the decision-making process. Here's how: 
• Consider all the alternatives open to you. Look at both the negative 
and positive consequences of each alternative. 
• Base your decision on the goals and policies of your organization. 
Otherwise, whatever the merits of your decision, it will add little to the 
company's big picture. 
• Take the feelings of those involved into account. When workers know 
you do this, their responses to unpopular decisions are often softened. 
• Realize that your decision must please your superiors, not necessarily 
enhance your popularity. 
• Once you1ve considered the data at hand, make your decision in a 
timely fashion. Procrastination can be costly. 
• Announce your decision with confidence. 
• Act on your decision without waiting for the praise of your peers to 
validate it. You can't always count on reaching consensus. 
• Remember that not all decisions will prove to be successful, even 
though you based them on the best information available. But few 
decisions are irrevocable; new paths can be charted. The success of the 
overall project or venture, not just one aspect of it, is what counts. 
Sourc.e: Connie Sitterly and Beth Duke, writing in Executive Female, 127 W. 24th St., New 
York, NY 1001 1 .  
All articles, photographs and story ideas can be submitted to Profile, c/o Public Relations, 
532 Riverside Avenue, Jacksonville, Florida 32202 or faxed to (904) 791-4127 . 
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FOR YOUR BENEFIT 
By Doug Green I What every BCBSF employee should know about 
health care costs 
The health care program of Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida has 
been designed to meet the health needs of the employees at a reasonable 
cost to the company. The program is driven by the Corporate Benefits 
goal, which is to "provide health care programs that are cost effective and 
offer a broad scope of benefits to protect employees from excessive 
medical expenses." 
Although BCBSF offers many health care products in the market 
place, our employees are offered three of the best, which we will call the 
triple option program. This program includes a choice between traditional, 
PPC and HMO health care options. Most of you are currently enrolled in 
the HMO and PPC options. This means most of our employees are in a 
managed care setting, which is helping us address the increasing cost of 
health care. 
Health insurance is the largest single cost item of your BCBSF health 
benefit program. The 1990 premiums for BCBSF employees across the 
state are projected to total over $ 18  million dollars, an increase in cost of 
15 percent from 1989. The company has absorbed most of that increase. 
Our employees experienced only a small increase in their family coverage 
contributions for 1990. Those employees with single coverage are not 
required to contribute toward their health care benefit. Our 1990 premi­
ums are as follows: 
Trad-
Single 
Monthly 
itional $253.82 
PPC $ 189.81 
HMO $155.85 
Annual 
$3,045 
$2,277 
$ 1,870 
Family 
Monthly 
$475. 12 
$372.77 
$388.77 
Annual 
$5,701 
$4,473 
$4,665 
Almost two-thirds of you elect family coverage, which requires a 
modest monthly contribution. Your contribution is 12 percent ($57) of the 
monthly premium for traditional and 6 percent ($23) for PPC and HMO 
family coverages. National survey data show that employee contributions 
often are 16 percent or more of the premium for family coverage. In 
Jacksonville, the average employee cost of family coverage is $66 per 
month. Only 4 1  percent of the employers in Jacksonville provide free 
single coverage. BCBSF is a leader in this area of employee benefits, and 
this is an indication of the attractiveness and comprehensiveness of our 
employee health care program. 
If you have questions regarding your coverage and/or claims, you are 
encouraged to use the established Customer Service arrangements. The 
HMO phone number is 731-1087 and traditional and PPC number is 
1 (800) 654-1799. If you still have questions or problems, the Compensa­
tion and Benefits staff will be glad to assist you. Please contact us at 791-
6408 or 791-6923. Doug Green, our Employee Medical Services consult­
ant (791-6635), and the Corporate Nurse (791-6438) are also available to 
help you with health-related issues. 
We welcome your suggestions and comments regarding our health 
care programs, and we use them in our annual review of this benefit 
program. 
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IN THE SPOTLIGHT 
Walking 
Weather 
By Georgia Brennan, customer 
service representative, FfL, 
and Alicia Reddy, section leader, 
Medical Services, FTL 
On Saturday, April 7, employees 
from our Fort Lauderdale and Miami 
field offices participated in the 
March of Dimes W alkAmerica 1990 
"Campaign for Healthier Babies." 
The trail extended approximately 20 
kilometers, or 12.5 miles. Even the 
weather cooperated! 
In the Fort Lauderdale office, 35 
walkers raised $2,457. That sum was 
added to the Southern Region's 
corporate donation of $ 1,500 for a 
total of $3,957. In Miami, 34 walkers 
raised $2,251, which was added to 
the corporate donation of $ 1,500 for 
a total of 3,751. The grand total for 
the Southern Region is $7,700. 
Georgia Brennan, customer service representa­
tive in the Fort I.Auderdale office, (shown here 
with Jeff Kalish) has a long association with 
the March of Dimes. She is the coordinator for 
the BCBSF Souihern Region offices, County 
Chairperson of all the volunteers, steering 
committee member, and, of course, an active 
volunteer. This year, she was asked to serve on 
the Board of Directors of the Broward Chapter 
of the March of Dimes. 
Understanding what customers want, need and expect is 
first step to providing superior service, and it explains wh 
company has moved 
Closer to the 
Customer 
There's no mystery to it -- without customers, we're out of 
ness. What is less clear is how we keep our customers hap 
first glance it seems simple enough. All we have to do is c 
them high quality health insurance at the lowest cost possi 
business will be fine, right? But, of course, it's not so sim 
Closer inspection reveals real flaws with a business appro: 
doesn't emphasize customer service. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Florida has always main 
commitment to the customer, but in recent months, custon 
service has taken on new meaning. Initiatives are underway that will enhance our ability to p 
exactly what our customers need and expect from us as the largest health insurance provider 
state. 
The evidence is all around us -- there are videos, work groups, programs and process1 
signed with superior customer service in mind. Across the company and across the state, emJ 
are commited to keeping customers happy. How? By finding out what the customers want ar 
working hard to provide it. 
"Moving closer to our customers" is more than just a phrase or a literal description of 
happened when the company adopted a regional management approach. It also addresses wh 
the heart of many of the initiatives underway to improve service to customers: a willingness 
-- to the customers first of all, but also to the employees, who are, after all, charged with kee 
them satisfied. Just being willing to listen requires plenty of commitment; what we hear won 
always be positive. 
The good news is that the company's willingness to hear what the customers have to i 
coupled with a willingness to let the employees answer their concerns. There's a growing aw. 
that the employees are the ones who can best find the solutions to the customers' problems. F 
grams already in place at BCBSF emphasize employee involvement, teamwork and positive 
Increasingly, employees are recognized as valuable resources in the organization and are re\\ 
for finding effective, creative solutions to a variety of situations. 
Some of the most creative programs and employees are those featured here. While th1 
tremendous variety among the projects and ideas, they all share the goal of improving custon 
service. 
John Nunn, a BCBSF 
employee for 20 years, 
is director of 
Superior Customer Service. 
PRC 
WalkAmerica 1990 
Snapshots 
Joanne Polk, a customer 
service representative in 
Fort Lauderdale, rewarded 
her group with a picnic 
feast -- fried chicken and all 
the fixin's. 
Two walkers, Karen Falke and Jeff Flocker, traveled all 
the way from New Mexico just to participate in this 
event. Karen, a former 
BCBSF marketing director, 
recently transferred and is in 
the process of relocating to 
New Mexico to continue her Blue Cross career. 
Mary Burchard, a 17-year veteran with 
BCBSF, Ha rose with the chickensH to be a 
volunteer at the registration desk at 6:30 
a .m. -- on a Saturday!  Georgia Brennan is 
At the March of Dimes 
awards ceremony May 2, 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
of Florida won several awards for participation and 
amount of money raised by 
employees during the 
March of Dimes' April 
Walkathon. Pam Stubbs, 
employee coordinator, says 
thank you to all the employ­
ees who participated. shown here with her. Top left and above: Ja cksonville employees wa lked on April 7. 
On 
The 
Run 
On March 10, fifty-two runners 
from BCBSF partici­
pated in the 13th 
annual River Run 
15K or in the com­
panion 5K road race. 
"Participation by em­
ployees has increased 
every year," said race 
coordinator Fred 
Gaudios. Conditions 
were difficult be-
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cause of the heat, but there 
was plenty of water along the 
course. Other BCBSF employ­
ees manned a water station in 
the SK event. For more infor­
mation, contact Gaudios at 791 -
8049. 
River Run participants (kneeling): Debbie Martin, Rane!! Turner, Maryellen Barber, Darlene Waddell, Barry Ferrio(, 
Don Bergman; (standing): Walter Liptak, Henry Douglas, Paul Jennings, Ellen Puschak, Jim Wallace, Susan Clay, 
Sandy Reber, Carol Gustafson, Henry Zittrower, Scott Reid, Mario Rubio, John Keene, Dwight Scott, Paul Shupe, Fred 
Gaudios, Kubi Jeyes, Leslie Hart, Dick Maloney, Rob Ice, David Kelley, Phil Chirch, Rick Kibler, Oliver Workman, Jim 
Gray, Scott Hightower, Debbie Eason, Brian Collie, John Slattery, Tim Fortin, Phil Mobley, Kevin Ferguson, Bill Price, 
Jeff Copeland, Bob Cooper, Mark Johnston, Jack Conway, Charlie Graziano. Not pictured: Pam Starling, Sandy 
Gieryn, Tommy Reber, Danny Smith, Suzanne Mayer, Elaina Godwin, Warner Hull, Bridget Booth, Scott Stanfield, 
Robert McMichael. 
Michele Kibler/photographer PROFILE 21 
Service 
Anniversaries 
The following employees (with their 
work unit and location noted) are cele­
brating service anniversaries in May: 
5 years 
Betty J. Alisi, State Group Claims -
Unit 1, 7C 
Ana E. Almeida, Broward Sales, FIL 
Kimberly A. Booker, Med B. 
Telecommunications, 17T 
John C. Bookstaver, Institutional 
Reimbursement Program Develop­
ment, 18T 
Cheryl L. Burr, Outgoing Mail 
Operations, I C  
Albert J. Carneghi, Corporate Planning, 2C 
William H. Cartwright, Computer 
Operations Administration, 8T 
Jerry M. Colson, Northwest Florida 
Operations, 5T 
Clara J. Crews, Direct Market M&B 
Over 65, 5C 
Darlene K. Croff, Information 
Systems - National, lOC 
Thomas A. Gniech, Public Rela­
tions, 3C 
Mary L. Hadd, HOI MIS , HTF 
Carl G. Homer, Dir Prof Health Care Programs, 18T 
Hattie B. Huff, Operations II, UBM 
Wilmer M. Jones, Med B. Tele­
phone Communications, Unit II , 17T 
Frank H. Liou, Data Administra­
tion, lOT 
Elizabeth Peralta, manager Dade 
Sales, MIA 
Blanca A. Pereyra, Claims Man­
ager, MIA 
Timothy C. Purvis, Broward County Service unit, 5T 
Kelvin A. Washington, Outgoing 
Mail Operations, I C  
Martha E. Wiswell, Corporate 
Claims Project, lOC 
22 MAY 1990 
IN THE SPOTLIGHT 
10 years 
Maria 0. Diaz Pou, Miami Audit 
Branch, MIP 
Nora B. Flowers, Med B. Dir 
Reimbursement, SWD 
Gloria C. Sierzenga, Orlando 
Regional Office, ORL 
15 years 
Leonor Amargo, Employment -
Redeploy Exempt, IT 
Bettye P.  Banks, Safety & Security, 
IT 
Jerrilyn D. Brown, State Group 
Claims - Unit I, 7C 
Evelyn L. Colon, Med B Communi­
cations, Unit III, SWD 
Vernon W. Duncan, Reimbursement 
Unit, JPO 
Randi A. Ross, Purchasing, 2C 
Bernetha Tarver, Computer Opera­tions Admin, 8T 
20 years 
Joyce C. Dix, State Group Claims 
Entry II, 7C 
Jacqueline Harrell, Customer 
Service HOSF, MIA 
Glennetta V. Stepps, Med A Secon­
dary Payer, JMA 
Marian E. Thomas, National 
Research & Development, 7C 
35  years 
John C. Williamson, Printing 
Department, 1 N 
New 
Employees 
(Full-time employees hired through 
April 15, 1990) 
Paul J. Armstrong, Computer Op­
erations Administration, 8T 
Sheila K. Baldwin, Provider Regis­
tration, JPR 
Cindy Bartosavage, Health Options 
of Jacksonville, JXM 
Bridget P. Booth, Technical 
Services, 9T Donna M. Bowden, Direct Market 
M&B Services 
Ronald T. Brevaldo, Outgoing Mail Operations, 5T 
Rodda N. Bythwood, Health Options 
of Jacksonville, JXM 
Celestine D. Carswell Smith, North­
west Florida Operations, 5T 
Julie L. Chapman, Optical Scanning 
Operations, SWD 
Yolanda T. Dade, National Acct Inquiries, 7T 
Donald J. Dapra, Jr., Internal 
Audit, 3C 
Chandra Desikan, Director Claims, 
16T 
John B. Doss, Direct Market Inquir­
ies, Over 65, 4 T 
Delores L. Doyle, State Group Customer SErvice, 7C 
Hillary S. Elliott, Customer Service 
HOSF, FIL 
Cheryl J. Emery, Health Options of 
Jacksonville, JXM 
Melvanise L. Ferguson, Claims 
Customer Service, 4 T 
Carolyn M. Fistel, Manager-Med B 
Services, 13T 
Marjorie A. Ford, Medical Director, 
JXM 
Shelia L. Hamilton, Dir Claims 
Entry, 5T 
Laura J. Hampton, Northwest Florida Operations, 5T 
David B. Harrison, Computer TP 
Equipment, 4C 
Johnny A. Jirau, Office Administra­
tion, MIA 
Lisa R. Johnson, Telemarketing 
Administration, GIL 
Claudia S. Jones, Comprehensive 
Claims Unit II , 5T 
Felecia A. Jones, Comprehensive 
Claims Unit II , 5T 
Teresa A. Jordan, Dir Claims Entry, 
5T 
Andrew L. Lakhan, Internal Audit, 
3C 
Susan W. Litty, Dir Claims Entry, 
5T 
FROM THE ToP 
A Customer 's  
Perspective 
By Mike Cascone, Executive Vice President 
of Private Business Operations 
We've all seen signs in shops and 
restaurants that say "the customer is 
always right." If we happen to be on 
the customer side of the counter, seeing a sign like this generally reassures us that we will be well 
treated and will get our money's 
worth. 
Because we're all customers at some time or another, we know what 
good customer service is. We prefer 
being helped by someone who is 
professional and truly knowledgeable 
about the business, someone courte­
ous, respectful and maybe even 
cheery, someone who seems to 
appreciate the fact that we chose 
their shop or service over their 
competitors'. 
As employees of Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield of Florida, we're on the 
business side of the counter. It's a 
complex business, one where the 
customer doesn't easily see the 
difference between us and our 
competition except for the service 
interaction. 1.]nderstanding the cus­
tomer's perspective of our industry is 
vital, because it helps us realize some of the challenges we face when we 
say our goal is to provide excellent 
service to our customers. 
Another challenge is that our 
customers' definition of excellent 
might not be the same as ours. If we 
design a product that's easy for us to 
sell, administer or that doesn't cost as 
much, we might see it as an improve­
ment, while the customer might see it 
as inadequate, hard to understand or totally unrelated to what he or his family needs. 
The important thing for us to 
remember is that we each have to feel responsible for improving the 
service we provide to customers, whether they be the policyholders 
who purchase our health insurance, 
the providers who care for our sub­
scribers, or even our fellow employ­
ees as we conduct the business of 
providing low-cost, high quality 
health insurance. 
This responsibility we share 
requires us to do many things to improve operations -- simplify prod­
ucts, eliminate unnecessary proce­
dures, increase coordination, adopt a 
more positive attitude and, most im­
portant, become more knowledgeable 
about our jobs, our company and our 
customers. 
As the corporate issue manager 
for superior customer service, I see 
plenty of progess being made in all 
areas and I'm encouraged by it. For 
example: 
• In Private Business Operations, 
production statistics over the past 
three years have shown considerable 
reduction in processing time. 
The new programs for purchas­
ing of hospital services and profes­
sional services are designed not only 
The important thing fo 
remember is that we , 
have to feel responsibl 
improving the servic( 
provide to custome 
to hold down costs, but also t.t 
the paperwork and hassle for · 
patient. 
• Marketing has found wa} 
more group customers to buy standard benefit contracts, wh 
can administer more effective 
non-standard benefits. 
In these areas and others, 
progress we've made has a kir 
ripple effect. When we do Olli 
correctly and efficiently, we � 
confidence, which helps us at1 
maintain a positive attitude. A 
our role as customer service n 
sentatives -- no matter what o 
official job title is -- a positiv 
attitude is vital. ■ 
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MOVING CLOSER TO OUR CUSTOMERS 
Our customers are telling us what they want and we're 
listening. An overview of initiatives we've undertaken 
to improve our service to customers. 
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Lydia A. McGregor, Customer 
Service HOSF, FIL 
Robert C. Mendes, MIS, HIA 
Charlotte F. Micklos, Dir Claims 
Entry, ST 
Jerald D. Morris, Intervention I, 
UBM 
Michelle M. Mosley, Dir Claims 
Entry, ST 
Gregg W. Nelson, Health Options of 
Central Florida, ORL 
William L. Netting, Jr., Computer 
Operations Admin, 8T 
Alan Nogueras, Operations/Cus­
tomer Relations, TAM 
Angela M. Perez, HO SF, MIA 
John R. Phelps, VP Legal Affairs & 
Corporate Secretary, 20T 
Amanda W. Podger, OCL Coordi­
nation of Benefits, 9C 
Marjorie J. Reaves, Norlheast 
Region III, 7T 
Carolyn L. Rolland, Dir Claims 
Entry, ST 
Karen M. Sassnett, Comprehensive 
Claims Unit II, ST 
William E. Shaw, Tallahassee 
District Office, T AL 
Joan C. Sherfel, Employment & 
Employee Relations, IT 
Anne E. Simpson, Systems Develop­
ment, RIV 
James W. Skinner, Industrial 
Engineering Svcs., 1ST 
Wanda L. Small, Northwest Florida 
Operations, ST 
Nancy K. Stitt, Medical Director, 
JXM 
Karen F. Stonecipher, Health 
Options of Jacksonville, JXM 
Cathy M. Suggs, Dir Claims Entry, 
ST 
Amanda E. Terry, Manager Nat'l 
Accounts, 7T 
Vicki J. Thompson, Office Systems, 
9T 
Kathy J. Turner, Northeast Region 
III, 7T 
Ada Urquiaga, Customer Service 
HOSF, MIA 
Susan R. Welch, Utilization Man­
agement, UBM 
John S. Wendley, Industrial Engi­
neering Services, 1ST 
Mavis P. Wyre, Director Medicare 
B Nights, 14T ■ 
POSTSCRIPT 
Oh, Mother 
By Rejeanne Davis Ashley 
As I wrestled my kicking and 
screaming S-year-old into the tub last 
night to scrub away 62 layers of mud 
and sand, I was grateful. 
That I only have one child. 
What adventures mothers of 
multiple children must have every 
evening ! The joy they must feel 
when they behold the shining, 
smiling faces of their own little dar­
lings! How their progeny must 
delight them! 
Let me elaborate. 
Each week, my child, a member 
of the fairer sex, singlehandedly 
produces 92 loads of dirty laundry, 
spills 17 gallons of Kool-Aid and 
scatters nine boxes of Teenage 
Mutant Ninja Turtles cereal. 
I try to overlook this fact, and 
dwell instead on the heartfelt 
expressions of love she shares with 
me (usually right after she's dropped 
and broken a glass or plate.) I try to 
think of what I must have been like 
as a child, when my favorite pasttime 
was creating delectable, decorative 
mud pies. 
I remember how quickly time 
passes, and realize that soon enough I 
will wish we could return to these 
halcyon days of her childhood. 
I am told it gets worse as they 
age. 
In light of this warning, I am 
amazed and impressed by mothers in 
general and mothers of multiple chil­
dren in particular. I try to imagine 
how a house could get any messier 
than mine or how many more loads 
of laundry a mother could do, or how 
much more expensive repairs to 
walls and small appliances could be. 
It boggles my mind. And it 
makes me appreciate mothers even 
more. I reserve my greatest admira­
tion for those mothers who also work 
outside the home. 
Sure, some days it's a relief to 
come to work, where at least there's a 
slight chance you can stay calm, 
organized and clean. 
But most of the time, the 
pressures are the same, only differ­
ent. Instead of hearing this: "I want a 
Turtle sewer, I want a Turtle sewer, I 
want a Turtle sewer... ", you hear this: 
"I want the XYZ report, I want the 
TWC cut short, I want this batch of 
claims to sort ... " 
Day after day, night after night. 
The noise does not stop. And a 
working mother hears all of it. 
There's a reason that May, the cele­
brated month of motherhood, is also 
better speech and hearing month. 
Deafness is a hazard of the occupa­
tion. 
My fantasies have nothing to do 
with bronzed gods on burning 
beaches. I dream of perfectly 
soundless, perfectly spotless white 
rooms filled with sunshine and fresh 
breezes, where the only thing I hear 
is my own heart beat. 
But not for long; I'd soon miss 
the mess. I'd wonder where my little 
tornado in a girl's body had touched 
down most recently, and I'd have to 
set off to follow the path of destruc­
tion until I found her, until I heard 
the perky expression of love from her 
sticky little lips. 
Mothers, I know you understand. 
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MAY is Better Hearing 
and Speech Month 
Through May (Jacksonville): 
"Raising America's Chil­
dren," educational television 
program sponsored by 
BSBSF. The series runs 
through June 17. Sundays at 
7 :30 p.m., Channel 7 (PBS). 
For more information, call 
353-7770. 
To publicize upcoming 
events, please call (904) 
791-6329. 
BUILDING A CASE 
fur Better Hearin� and S:eeech 
' 'L .A. Law ' ' television star 
Richard Dysart and poster 
child Kimberly Bloss have 
formed a partnership to 
share this message of help 
and hope. Like them, more 
than 24,000,000 Americans 
have hearing or speech prob­
lems. They support the fact 
that most people can now 
be helped-through rehabil­
itation, often with hearing 
aids, or with medicine or 
surgery. If you suspect that 
you or a loved one has a 
hearing or speech problem, 
make your case today. Write 
the Council for Better 
Hearing and Speech Month 
for a free resource booklet. 
Academy of Dispensing Audiologists • 
Alexander Graham Bell Association for 
the Deaf • American Academy of 
Otolaryngology�Head and Neck Surgery 
• Amc:=rican Associacion of Retired Persons 
• American Auditory Society • American 
Speech-Language-Hearing Association • 
American Tinnitus Association • Better 
Hearing Institute • Boys Town National 
Institute for Communication Disorders in 
Children • Deafness Research Foundation 
• Delta Zeta Sorority. and Foundation • 
EAR Foundation • Gallaudet University • 
Hearing Industries Association • HEAR 
NOW • House Ear Institute• John Tracy 
Clinic • Midwest Ear Institute • National 
Captioning Institute • National Grange • 
National Hearing Aid Society • National 
Tcchn,cal Institute for the Deaf, Rochester 
Institute of Technology • Psi Iota Xi 
Sorority • Quota International Foundation 
• Scnoma Fnundation • Sociny of 
Ot0rhinolaryngology and Head-Neck 
Nurses 
'<.,'<-\\UH1
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1-800-EAR WELL (327-9355) 
When working alone in the office: 
✓ Lock your office door. 
✓ Stay close to a phone. 
✓ Don't wander into other parts of the 
building. 
✓ Try to work late on nights when 
others work late and leave with some­
one else. 
When riding the elevator late at night: 
✓ Let security know you're coming 
down. 
✓ Check the elevator for suspicious 
people before getting in. 
✓ Stand near the controls. 
✓ Get off if someone suspicious gets 
on. 
✓ If attacked, hit the alarm and as 
many floor buttons as possible. 
When going home late: 
✓ Ask building security for an escort 
to your car. 
✓ While waiting for public transporta­
tion, stand near other people. 
✓ If catching a bus, use a well-lighted 
and frequently used stop. 
✓ Sit near the bus driver or conductor. 
✓ Watch who gets off the bus or 
subway with you. If you feel uncom­
fortable, go directly to a place where 
there are other people. 
A_, TAKE A BITE OUT O
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